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"It does not say in the Bible that all laws 
of nature are expressible linearly!" 
Enrico Fermi 
1.1 About nonlinearity, attractors and all that 
Two great discoveries, each of which was made with the aid of the computer, have completely 
reshaped mathematical physics over the past twenty years. These are the strange attractor 
and the soliton, with the link between the two being a powerful general principle: nonlinear-
ity. Whenever the collective behaviour of a composite system is qualitativelly different from 
that of the sum of the individual parts (whether these components are neurons, bit strings, 
ants or normal oscillation modes), one may claim that the system is nonlinear. 
Traditionally, a dynamicist would believe that to write down a system's equations is 
to understand the system. How better to capture the essential features? For a playground 
swing, the equations tie together the pendulum's angle, its velocity, friction, and the force 
driving it. But because of the little bits of nonlinearity in these equations, a dynamicist 
would find himself helpless to answer the easiest practical question about the future of the 
system. The tradition of looking at systems locally - isolating the mechanisms and then 
adding them together - broke down. For pendulums, for fluids, for electronic circuits, for 
lasers, knowledge of the fundamental equations no longer is the right kind of knowledge. 
The first to understand this was Henri Poincare [1] who wrote at the turn of the century: 
A very small cause which escapes our notice determines a considerable effect that we 
cannot fail to see, and then we say that the effect is due to chance. If we knew exactly the laws 
of nature and the situation of the universe at the initial moment, we could predict exactly the 
situation of the same universe at a succeeding moment. But even if it were the case that the 
natural laws had no longer secret for us, we could still know the situation approximatelly. If 
that enabled us to predict the succeeding situation with the same approximation, that is all we 
require, and we should say that the phenomenon had been predicted, that it is governed by the 











produce very great ones in the final phenomena. A small error in the former will produce an 
enormous error in the latter. Prediction becomes impossible ... 
Only lately, the scientists learned to look at their differential equations in the sense 
expressed by Poincare, meaning not locally but globally. That is, they want to "vizualize" the 
full range of behaviours of a system exploring patiently the outcome from different starting 
conditions. And this is the idea that has been guiding us in the numerical study presented 
here [93}. 
But the starting conditions of a real system are never known precisely, and may be 
totally unknown: what initial conditions should be assumed for a complex model of the 
atmosphere, or an oilrig at sea in a developing storm? So since the motions of a nonlinear 
system can depend crucially on these conditions, a mammoth task begins to emerge. How 
can we hope to explore the responses from all possible starts? 
Clearly we need some overview of what can happen in the evolution of a system, and 
how this is influenced by the starting conditions. Here we have our first major guidance 
from dynamical systems theory in the concept of attractor. By definition, attractors have 
the important property of stability - in a real system, where moving parts are subject to 
bumps and jiggles from the real-world noise, motion tends to return to the attractor. A 
bump may shove a trajectory away for a brief time, but the resultant start-up transient 
dies out and the motion settles down towards some form of long-term recurrent behaviour. 
Motions from adjacent starts tend to converge towards stable, attracting solutions [9}. 
The simplest is a stationary equilibrium point at which all motion has ceased. The 
archetypal example of this, studied experimentally by Newton, is the pendulum. From 
whatever starting values of position and velocity, this returns to its vertical hanging state, 
damped by air resistance and other forms of energy dissipation. In the two-dimensional ab-
stract phase space whose coordinates are the displacement and velocity, all possible motions 
appear as non-crossing spirals converging asymptotically towards the resting state at the 
origin. This focus in the phase portrait of all possible motions is called a point attractor. 
Secondly, we have the periodic attractor. If a thin steel strip is driven into resonance 
by an electromagnet carrying an alternating current, the strip will normally settle into a 
steady vibration at the frequency of the forcing. After a small knock, trasients will slowly 
decay, and the stable fundamental oscillation will be re-established. But given a bigger initial 
disturbance, an entirely new stable steady state may be observed. Different starts of a given 
system may thus lead to alternative final states, with multiple attractors coexisting in the 
phase portrait of a single dynamical system in a state of competition. 
A third attractor whose unexpected features have generated an explosion of interest 
recently, is the strange, or chaotic attractor. It captures the solution of a perfectly determ-
inistic and well defined equation into a steady but perpetual chaos. But although a single 
time history possesses an aspect of true randomness and a noisy broadband power spectrum, 
a comprehensive phase-space investigation reveals an underlying order in the ensemble of all 
trajectories [9}. 
Pendulum dynamics broadened to cover high technologies from lasers to superconduct-











the beating heart. The unexpected possibilities extended to physiological and psychiatric 
medicine, economic forecasting, and perhaps evolution of the society. From microscopic 
particles to everyday complexity, nonlinear terms made their way into the governing equa-
tions. Just to illustrate this, without even trying to cover the full range of the fields of where 
they arise, we shall recall briefly some of the most important nonlinear evolution equations. 
The KdV equation 
q, + 6qqx + qxxx = 0, (1.1) 
was first derived by Korteweg and deVries to describe the lossless propagation of shallow 
water waves, but also arises anywhere when one wishes to include (and balance) a weak 
nonlinearity and a weak dispersive effect. Such studies include ion acoustic waves in plasma, 
long waves in shear flows, pressure waves in liquid-gas bubble mixture, thermally excited 
phonon packets in low-temperature nonlinear crystals (see [24] and [25] for references) and 
a host of other situations. The anharmonic modes in lattices and molecules are described 
by the modified KdV (see, e. g., [24,26] for references): 
(1.2) 
A wide interest is still today granted to the Toda lattice equations, 
m d:Yn a (e- brn _ e-brn+1), dt 2 = (1.3) 
rn = Yn-Yn+l, n=I,2, ... ; a,b=const 
which have been widely used as a model for the dynamical and statistical properties of a 
variety of physical systems, from nonlinear solids subject to shock waves [27] to complex 
biological molecules, as the protein and DNA [28]. 
The sine-Gordon equation, 
qxx - q" = smq, (1.4) 
appears in nonlinear optics where it describes the propagation of light pulses in resonant 
media. In condensed matter physics it is used to model charge density waves in periodic 
pinning potentials; spin waves in liquid He3 ; magnetic flux propagation in a Josephson 
transmission line. It is related to the 0(3) a-model (n-field) arising in the field theory; its 
solutions exhibit many properties of elementary particles. It is found in statistical mechanics 
where it is used in the description of the critical region of Ising-like models. For a list of the 
many contexts in which (1.4) arises, we refer to [24, 29, 4, 30]. 
If one could be impressed by all the places in which either the KdV, Toda or the sine-
Gordon equation arise, he or she would be truly amazed'at the universality and ubiquity 
of the Nonlinear Schrodinger Equation (NLS). It is an equation for a complex scalar field 
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Herschel, he said "It is merely half of a common wave that has been cut off". But it is not 
so, because the common waves go partly above and partly below the surface level; and not 
only that but its shape is different. Instead of being half a wave it is clearly a whole wave, 
with this difference, that the whole wave is not above and below the surface alternately but 
always above it. So much for what a heap of water does: it will not stay where it is but travel 
to a distance [46J. 
Both the KdV and NLS equations arise as asymptotic solvability conditions. That 
is, they arise as the leading order approximation to the solution of a more complicated set 
of equations which ensures that the higher orders of the approximation remain uniformly 
bounded. We will exemplify this procedure by deriving the NLS in the next section. Some 
other universal equations, also derived by this process and which also admit soliton solutions, 
are the sine-Gordon (1.4) and the modified KdV equation (1.2), the derivative nonlinear 
Schrodinger equation, 
the three-wave interaction equations, 
(Ot + vi . V)qj + T/jqkqi = 0, (+j, k, I cycled over 1,2,3); 
the Boussinesq equation, 
qtt - qxx - qxxxx + 3( l)xx = 0; 
the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (the "two-dimensional KdV") equation, 
the Benjamino-Ono equation, 
qt + Hqxx - 6qqx = 0, where H is the Hilbert transform; 
the massive Thirring model, 
IU, + V + ulvl2 = 0, 
IV€ + U + vluI2 = 0; 
the Gross-Neveu model, 
N 
iu~n) - v(n) f (v(m)*u(m) + u(m)*v(m)), 
N 















the Vaks-Larkin-Nambu-Jona Lasinio model,
N
iu~n) _ v(n) L: v(m)*u(m),
m=I
N
iv)n) = u(n) L: u(m)*v(m);
m:::;l
the 0(3) sigma-model,
~ (- ~)~ 0Vxt + Vx· Vt v = , (iJ·iJ)=1,iJ=(Vl,V2,V3)j (1.13)
the Benney-Roskes-Davey-Stewartson (the "two-dimensional NLS") equation:
lUI u x x + U yy + ulul 2 - 2uv = 0,
Vx x + Vy y - (luI2) y y = O.
What is remarkable and still unexplained, is that so many of the equations, derived as
asymptotic solvability conditions under very general and widely applicable assumptions, are
also integrable equations with soliton solutions. One of the key properties of such equations
is that they have an infinite number of conservation laws and associated symmetries. It is
certainly clear that, in developing mathematical models for physical situations, one naturally
includes certain symmetries (like translational invariance) which discard the unnecessary
and focus on the essential features of the process under investigation. But why should the
process of finding the assymtotic solvability condition introduce so many symmetries, most
of which are hidden and not readily accessible to physical interpretation? If one is given a
hatful of equations and asked to pick one at random from this hat, it is very unlikely that
it would be completely integrable. Yet in the hatful of equations that physics provides as
asymptotic solvability conditions, there would appear to be a disproportionate share of ones
with integrability properties and soliton solutions [6].
What one means by an integrable equation? We have hinted that this concept is
intimately related with the concept of a soliton. All we have said so far is that a soliton is a
solitary, travelling wave solution of a nonlinear partial differential equation with remarkable
stability and particle-like properties. However, a true soliton, a solution to an equation with
very special qualities, is much more than a solitary wave. Many equations admit solitary
waves, i. e. travelling wave solutions with nonlinear stability properties. For example, if we
change the cubic nonlinearity in (1.5) to the nonlinearity -iq(l +2qq*t1 or the 6qqx term in
(1.6) to 6q3qx, there are still travelling wave solutions which are stable to small disturbances.
The solitary wave solutions of integrable equations have additional properties, however.
One property is that two such solitary waves pass through each other without any loss of
identity. For example, observe that the solitary wave (1.7) has an amplitude-dependent
velocity. Now, imagine that at some initial time, we start off two solitary waves very far
apart with the one to the left having the larger amplitude and velocity. The larger one will
eventually overtake the smaller. The interaction will be very nonlinear and will not at all
resemble the interaction of two linear waves in which the composite solution is simply a sum











will emerge, with the larger one in front, and each will regain its former identity (amplitude, 
width and velocity) precisely. There will be no radiation, no other mode created by the 
scattering process. The only interaction memory will be a phase shift; each pulse will be 
centered at a location different from where it would have been had it travelled unimpeded. 
It was Kruskal and Zabusky [47] who first noticed this remarkable phenomenon in their 
numerical experiment. And because of the particle-like behaviour they coined the term 
soliton for this special solitary wave. 
Whereas this interaction property is remarkable and indeed often used as the test of 
integrability, it is not, by itself, sufficient. There are equations which admit solutions which 
are a nonlinear superposition of two solitary waves but which do not have all the properties 
enjoyed by an integrable equation. An integrable equation, when it admits solitary wave 
solutions, must admit a solution which is a nonlinear superposition of N solitary waves for 
arbitrary N. What is even more important, any arbitrary initial localized data, at sufficiently 
long times, must break up into N solitons plus some additional small-amplitude tail which 
dies out dispersively in time like 1/ Vi. 
As a matter of fact, through the famous inverse scattering method (see [45, 48, 7, 
49, 50, 8]) the soliton parameters are being given by invariant eigenvalues of the associated 
linear operator. The stationary nature of eigenvalues provides the important property of the 
stability of the solitons when undergoing collisions. Hence, solitons are important not only 
as particular solutions of the integrable equations, but as unique solutions whose stability is 
guaranteed by the time-invariant property of the corresponding eigenvalues. The fact that 
the t -+ 00 asymptotic solutions of the integrable equation can be expressed in terms of 
N-sets of solitons indicates that solitons can be identified as fundamental nonlinear modes 
to the nonlinear equations, playing the role of the Fourier modes in a linear system. 
An equation integrable in the above sense is also integrable in the sense of the infinite-
dimensional extension of a completely integrable Hamiltonian system [51, 52]. A finite-
dimensional (2m variables) Hamiltonian system is said to be completely integrable if it 
admits m constants of motion Fi( i = 1, ... , m) which are independent and in involution 
under the Poisson bracket associated with the Hamiltonian structure, and the level surface 
defined by the intersection of the surfaces Fi = Ci is compact and connected [6]. There is 
a theorem that says that such a system can be canonically transformed (thereby preserving 
the Hamiltonian structure) to a set of new coordinates, the action-angle variables in which 
the system is completely separable. The action variables Ji, 1 ::; i::; m (which are functions 
of the integrals of motion Fi ) are constant in time and the angle variables Oi change linearly 
in time; i. e. ()i = wit + ai, 1 ::; i ::; m, ai, Wi constant. As a consequence of this, the motion 
must be quasiperiodic (i. e. the frequencies are not rationally related and the motion will 
never exactly repeat itself) and take place on an m-torus, topologically equivalent to the 
direct product of m circles. There is also a canonical transformation (the inverse scattering 
transform, which we mentioned earlier and which can be treated as the nonlinear analogue 
of the Fourier transform) which converts the integrable equation into an infinite sequence of 
decoupled equations for the action-angle variables, each member of which can be trivially 
integrated. It turns out that some of the action variables are the soliton parameters; as we 
pointed out above, this is the reason that a soliton's identity (its shape, speed, amplitude, 
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with the energy in each of the nonlinear radiation modes, the nonlinear analogue of the 
continuum of Fourier modes of a linear system [6J. 
The first hints regarding the integrability of the soliton-bearing equation go back to 
the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam [53J experiment. Fermi, Pasta and Ulam studied the heat transfer 
problem (i.e. why do solids have finite heat conductivity) in a solid modelled by a one-
dimensional lattice of equal masses connected by nonlinear springs. They examined the 
dynamical behaviour of a chain with nonlinear interactions between the atoms (mass points), 
expecting that the initial energy would eventually be shared among all the degrees of freedom 
of the lattice and the system would reach the thermal equilibrium (i. e. the system is ergodic 
on the energy shell). Much to their surprise, the energy did not spread throughout all the 
normal modes, but after being initially contained in the lowest mode and then flowing back 
and forth among several low-order modes, the energy recollected into the originally excited 
mode and from there on the process approximatelly repeated itself. The system seemed to 
behave like a system of linearly coupled harmonic oscillators whose motion on a torus is 
quasiperiodic. 
But how this could be? Why didn't the nonlinearity excite all the Fourier modes? 
Could the answer be that the system, when viewed in the right coordinates, was equivalent 
to a separable system of harmonic oscillators? The answer came from Zabusky and Kruskal 
who used KdV to model this system [47, 54, 55J. The reason for the "almost recurrence" 
was that the initial profile decomposes into relatively few ,soliton shapes. The approximate 
recurrence time is the minimum time for pulses with different constant velocities to arrive 
once again at a common point on a cirle of length L. The strange interaction properties of 
the solitons together with the almost recurrence property seemed more and more to indicate 
that, in some sense, the KdV equation was integrable and there should be a lot of conserved 
quantities. 
Let us contrast this behaviour with one would expect to occur in a mechanical system 
with strong coupling between many degrees of freedom. In general, one would not expect 
such a system to be separable. Consequently one would also not expect to see the power 
spectrum of the time series of anyone of the dependent variables to consist of m distinct 
frequencies, as it would for example if it were a completely integrable Hamiltonian system 
with a compact structure. On the contrary, one would expect there to be at least some spec-
trum broadening indicating stochastic, although not necessarilly ergodic, behaviour. Indeed, 
the second great discovery referred to at the beginning of this section, is the realization that 
one can have chaotic time dependence in systems with few degrees of freedom. What counts 
is the qualitative nature of the system of equations and not the dimension of the system. 
If the equations are such that solutions depend sensitively on initial conditions, then small 
errors in initial data are exponentially magnified by the flow to the point where it becomes 
completelly impossible to predict the future state of the system. Even dissipative systems, 
in which a given volume in state space contracts under the flow, are not immune. It turns 
out that the motion can take place on a new kind of attractor called a strange attraetoT. 
The attractor is called strange not simply because of its structure (locally it can be thought 
as a Cantor set) but because motion on it depends sensitively on initial conditions. There 
is hope that in some cases the apparent stochastic time dependence of systems with many 











attractor whose dimension is much smaller [13]. Analitically, this could be proved by what 
is known as the "inertial manifold" theory [57]. 
This digression on nonintegrable systems was intended to emphasize as strongly as 
possible that in order for an equation to be completely integrable it must have very special 
properties. Solutions of integrable systems do not depend sensitively on initial condition; 
initial errors are magnified in time by at most a linear rate (since action variables are constant 
in time and the angle variables change linearly in time). However, it is instructive to find out 
what happens to these properties as the integrability nature of an equation is destroyed either 
by the addition of terms (as it will happen in the equation to which this study is devoted) 
or by changing some of the crucial coefficients. It is expected that such a perturbation will 
give rise to some chaotic regions in the phase space. If the perturbation is small, one would 
expect that a Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) type result would hold. One recalls that 
in a completely integrable Hamiltonian system with a bounded Hamiltonian, the motion 
takes place on an invariant m-dimensional torus parametrized by the m values of the action 
variables. The celebrated KAM theorem states that under small perturbation most of the 
tori will only be distorted, while a few tori near the resonances (tori with rationally related 
frequencies) will be replaced by small chaotic layers [10, 11], in which the trajectories wander 
erratically. 
If the perturbation is allowed to increase, the thickness of the chaotic layers increases, 
by merging adjacent chaotic layers. This merging coincides with destruction of a KAM torus 
between two chaotic layers. But as Arnold pointed out [12], the main difference between a 
two-degree-of·freedom Hamiltonian and a system with three or more degrees of freedom is of 
topological nature. A two-torus separates three-space into an interior and an exterior, but 
this is no longer true of a three· torus in a five-space. Thus even though KAM tori survive 
perturbation, they need not separate the chaotic layers. In fact, the chaotic layers form a 
single connected region, called the Arnold web. If motion starts in this web, it will spread 
over all the region. This Arnold diffusion is extremely slow, but takes place however small 
the nonlinearity. One might use these ideas to characterize turbulent or chaotic (stochastic) 
behaviour in models in physics, models which when unperturbed are exactly solvable, and 
which are intimately connected with integrable equations [6]. 
Here we must clarify the use of the term soliton in its broad sense (as it is common 
in the current physics literature). We mentioned that when used by mathematicians the 
term soliton has a precise meaning in the context of inverse scattering theory and carries 
with it the associated properties of a localised non-linear wave, elastic scattering amongst 
solitons, stability and being part of an integrable system. In a physics context where, stricly 
speaking, due to dissipation no integrable systems exist, the term soliton is used simply as 
a synonim for solitary wave. As this work is devoted to a nonintegrable system, we shall 
adopt this simplified terminology. 
Since the equation we are interested in is a perturbed NLS, that is, a near integrable 
equation (by sending the perturbation parameters to zero we get the completely integrable 
NLS), we hope that the above discussion on nonintegrable systems gives some hints on what 
one could expect in the region where its soliton solution proves to be unstable. One might 











therefore the importance of the NLS equation. 
1.3 The nonlinear Schrodinger equation 
In order to achieve our goal it is best to derive the NLS starting with a simple example. 
Let us consider Scott's model consisting of a string of pendula suspended from and free to 
turn about a horizontal torsion wire. If the twist angle of the pendulum at x is denoted by 
u(x, t), then its motion is given by the sine-Gordon equation 
2 2 . 0 
Utt - C U xx + wpslnu = , (1.14) 
where the (-w; sin u) force is due to gravity and the c2u xx force models the effect of the twist. 
Now imagine that we wiggle one end of the pendulum chain with a very small amplitude 
motion of frequency w. Approximating sin u by its Taylor series about u = 0, and keeping 
the first two terms, one obtains 
(1.15) 
The linearized equation admits sinusoidal solutions u = eikx-iwt where k is real and given by 
the dispersion relation 
(1.16) 
as long as w > wp. For w < wp, k is pure imaginary and the initial wiggle dies out exponen-
tially in x. Let us suppose that w > Wp so that real waves propagate down the string. Now 
it is also to be expected that eventually the nonlinear terms will cause some modulation of 
this motion as we know that the period of the nonlinear spring (same as a single pendulum) 




and where we will allow a to be a slowly varying function of time: 
(1.19) 
The coefficients Aj( a, a*) in (1.19) are chosen in order to suppress secular behaviour in 
Ut, U2,.... This procedure is known as Krylov-Bogoliubov-Mitropolski method. Here we 
mainly follow the exposition of Newell [6]. Secular behaviour refers to a situation in which 











to happen, the asymptotic series (1.17) would not be uniformly valid over long times and 
distances. In the jargon of multiple time scales we would write Al as aalaTI, TI = c:t; A2 
as aal aT2 , T2 = £2t, and so on. Solving (1.15) iteratively leads to UI = 0, 
whence 
(1.20) 
Notice that the period of motion increases. In the context of water waves, the solution 
computed in this way is known as the Stokes wave. Note that in all this calculation e ikx 
plays a passive role. Once w is fixed, then so is k from (1.16). But it is impossible to wiggle 
a chain at a perfectly tuned frequency and so one might expect a small but finite band width 
f' of frequencies and wavenumbers to be excited. How can one incorporate this into the 
description? One way is to look for solutions Uo which are a finite sum of waves 
Uo = :L: aje,(k,x-w,t) + (c,c.), 
kJ =k+I1-KJ 
(1.21 ) 
but this approach is clumsy and leads to a set of coupled nonlinear equations for the amp-
litudes aj which are cumbersome to handle. Another way, which is suggested by (1.21), is 
to look for solutions of a form in which the amplitude a is a slowly varying function of x as 
well as time, an idea originally introduced in [62], The most interesting balance between the 
various effects occurs when f' = £. 
Let us repeat the previous calculations where this time we allow AI, A2 to be functions 
of a, a*, ax, ax, axx,." , and X = EX. At 0(£) we find 
2 2 (2' 2'k 2 ) i(kx-wt) ( ) ultt - C Ul xx + WpUl = zwaT. + z c ax e + C.c. , (1.22) 
where aal aTI = AI, In order to suppress secular growth in Ur, we must require that 
(1.23) 
or that a moves with the group velocity Wi = dwldk, as calculated from (1.16), of the wave 
packet, Then UI = o. At order C;2, 
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and the suppression of secular terms requires that 
(1.24) 
In finding (1.24), one uses (1.23) in order to write 8za/8Tl in terms ofaxx. Also, ~ = 
c;(x - w't),Tz = c;Zt and w" is the dispersion dZw/dP as calculated from (1.16). Equation 
(1.24) is nothing but the nonlinear Schriidinger equation. One observes that it contains as 
a special solution the "nonlocalised" solution (1.20). It is very important that it is unstable 
if the product of the coefficients in front of the dispersion term w" /2 and the nonlinear term 
Ow;/w) is positive, a situation which obtains in the present example. This is the instability 
which was discovered by Benjamin and Feir [59] when they tried to demonstrate experi-
mentally the existence of the Stokes solution for surface water waves. It is a most important 
instability because it is widespread and plays an important role in various nonlinear wave 
phenomena, and it causes otherwise monochromatic wavetrains to evolve into a series of 
pulses. The sidebands of the carrier wave can draw on its energy via a resonance mechanism 
with the result that the envelope becomes modulated. In one space dimension, this envelope 
modulation continues to grow until the soliton shape is reached. At this point, nonlinearity 
and dispersion are in exact balance and no further distorsion ocurrs. In two-dimensions, 
the focusing process is never halted and continues until the pulse achieves locally an infinite 
amplitude which it does in a finite time. This focusing phenomenon was observed in plasmas 
in the form of Langmuir wave collapse and in nonlinear optics as filamentation [60, 61]. 
We return to the reasons for the ubiquity of the NLS equation and show how all the 
linear terms in the equation have a universal structure. Consider the class of equations 
(1.25) 
where Lu and N(uZ, u3 , ••• ) are constant coefficient linear and nonlinear operators on u and 
its derivatives. Let the linear part of (1.25) admit sinusoidal solutions of the form 
u - aei(kx-wt) - , (1.26) 
where 
L(-iw,ik) = 0 (1.27) 
is the dispersion relation giving w as function of k (and vice versa). At this point we 
emphasize that we are considering only strongly dispersive systems. Since (1.27) holds for 
all k, one can deduce that 
. 'L -tW 1 
-iw"Lt 
+ iLz = 0 
w,zLn + 2w'L12 - Lzz = 0 
(1.28) 
(1.29) 
by differentiating once and then twice with respect to k (Lj is the derivative of L with respect 












with Uo given by (1.18) with a being a slowly varying function of position and time. We note 
that L( a" ax), under the multiple time scale algorithm, formally becomes 
L(a, + eaT, + eZaT2 ax + cox) 
= L(a"ox) + e(L1aT, + Lzax) (1.31) 
+ e2(L1aT2 + iLllaT1T1 + L12aT,X + iL2ZOXX) + ... 
which we can write as 0°) + eL(l) + e ZL(2) + .... Iteratively solving (1.25), we have 
with solution 
(X T T ) i(kx-w') + ( ) Uo = a ,1, 2, ... e c.c. , 
with (1.27) holding between wand k. Next at order e, 




The right-hand side of (1.34) can contain secular terms giving rise to a solution Ul which 
grow algebraically in x and t. They can be recognized by the fact that they have an (x, t)-
structure which belongs to the null space of L(O). For example, L(1)uo belongs to this class 
as L(O)O")uo = L(l)OO)uO = O. The term u6 itself contains second harmonics a2e2i(kx-w,) and 
mean terms aa*. But, since the system is strongly dispersive, for almost all k, w(2k) =l2w( k) 
and therefore L(O)e 2i(kx-w') =I O. Now, the constant solution aa* may indeed belong to the 
null space of L(O). If it does and if N( u6) is nonzero, one must include in the zeroth order 
approximation Uo a mean term which slowly varies with x and t. 
What happens more often is that N . aa * is zero to this order. This occurs because the 
equation has underlying symmetries like Galilean invariance which makes it impossible to 
force a mean flow directly. On the other hand, due to the slow dependence of the envelope 
on x, a local mean flow, which has the form e2(ox )aa*, can arise, and unless removed, cause 
a secular response at the e2 level in Uz. Such a term need not violate any overall conservation 
property. In one e-1 patch, it may increase the mean level; in the next patch its parity can 
change so that no net "mass" is added to the system. In order to account for this effect 
one must include a mean contribution as a homogenous solution b in Ul (or simply in Uo at 
order c). This mean term b then will contribute to potential secular behaviour ei(kx-w') at 
the 0(e2 ) level in Uz through the quadratic product N(UOUl). Removing secular terms at 
0(e2 ) then leads to a coupled system of equations in a, the wave envelope and b, the slowly 
varymg mean. 
For now let us assume that the mean flow is not in the null space of L(O) as, for example, 
would be the case if L = Ott -c2axx +w;. Then the only secular term in (1.34) is O")UO and 
so one must choose the dependence of a on X and Tl such that L(i)uo = 0, namely 
oa aa 











But from (1.28), L2 = wiLl and so if LI =I 0 (which is assumed) 
(1.36) 
We then solve for UI, which contains second harmonics and perhaps a mean term proportional 
to la IZ. At order c;z, the secular terms which are nonlinear in a and a* arise from the quadratic 
product UOUI and the cubic product u~. These lead to a term which we write as ,8Ll alal z. 
The linear terms which are secular are of the form Lzuo which, when we take account of 
(1.36), may be written as a product of ei{kx-wt) with 
[)a (1 12 I 1) L I -[) + -w Ln-wLlz+-Ln axx. Tz 2 2 
But from (1.29), this is equal to 
and so the universal NLS equation is 





puts it into canonical form 
q = IP..-Il/Za 
w" 






The equation describes the evolution of the envelope of a wave train and, unlike its 
linear counterpart, contains within it the soliton solution embodying the concept of the wave 
packet. For the "+" sign in (1.41), the asymptotic solution of the initial value problem for 
(1.41) consists of a sequence of envelope solitons 
exp -2ivX -4i( v2 _1/2)7 
q(X, 7) = 21} cosh [2'1 (X + 4V7)] (1.42) 
and radiation modes. The circumstances necessary for the ocurrence of (1.41) are that the 
underlying wave packet is strongly dispersive, almost monochromatic and weakly nonlin-











group velocity corresponding to the wave number of the carrier wave, and the equation it-
self represents a balance between linear dispersion which has a tendency to spread wave 
packets out and the focusing effect of the cubic nonlinearity produced by the self interac-
tion of the wave with itself. The nonlinearity is not always as simple as qlql2, arising from 
a q2e2iO X q*e-iO , (0 = kx - wt) interaction, but may also involve a mean (nonoscillatory) 
component. 
Finally, we have shown in this section that there is a class of partial differential equa-
tions of the form (1.25) which yield the nonlinear Schrodinger equation as a generic envelope 
equation. 
1.4 Real-world disturbances, perturbed NLS and our 
problem 
The fact that an envelope of a wave which propagates in a strongly dispersive nonlinear 
medium admits a soliton solution is likely to have a tremendous impact in our daily life. It 
is the optical soliton, the solitary wave of a light envelope, which in the near future could 
revolutionize the world of telecommunications and computer technologies (we refer to the 
books by Hasegawa (1989) [15], Agrawal (1989) [16], Newell and Moloney (1991) [17], and 
Taylor (1992) [18], and references therein). And it is the NLS equation which describes that 
envelope of a light wave in a fiber. This time it takes the form 
(1.43) 
where z represents the distance along the direction of propagation, and t the time in the 
group velocity frame. The second term originates from the dispersion of the group velocity, 
i. e., the fact that the group velocity is dependent on the wavelength, and the third term 
originates from the nonlinear effect, i. e., the fact that the wavelength depends on the 
intensity of the wave. 
In an optical transmission system using linear pulses, the bit rate of transmission is 
limited by the dispersive character of the material, which causes the pulses to spread out 
and eventually overlap to such an extent that all the information is lost. To overcome this 
limitation, Hasegawa and Tappert [63] proposed to compensate the dispersive effect by the 
nonlinear change (the Kerr effect) of the refractive index of the fiber material. When the 
frequency shift due to Kerr effect is balanced with that due to dispersion, the initial optical 
pulse may tend to form the stable optical soliton. 
However, in a real fiber, due to imperfect internal reflexion, the light propagates with 
some loss and one has to account for the effects of loss. This can of course be done, but if one 
does, one obtains a new governing equation, a perturbation of NLS which is no longer exactly 
integrable. Nevertheless, in some circumstances, it is necessary to forego the mathematical 
conveniences of exact integrability in order to capture the essential physics of the system. 











right-hand side of the equation. In this particular case, 
(1.44) 
where, denotes the loss rate. 
What happens to the soliton? Will it survive this perturbation? The answer is no. 
Assuming that the fiber loss is sufficiently small and using a perturbation technique [64] 
to obtain the one-soliton solution of equation (1.44), one can show (see, e. g., [15]) that 
the soliton amplitude decreases exponentially as exp( -2')'z), and the width increases as 
exp(2,z). Also, the pulse energy, conserved by the pure NLS (the energy is an integral 
of motion), decreases in proportion to exp( -2,z) which means that for sufficiently large 
distances and implicitly time, the soliton decays. Another way to study the effects of fiber 
loss, for arbitrary" is to integrate the equation (1.44) numerically for a range of values of 
, and of the amplitude of an initial pulse. Blow and Doran [65] performed such a numerical 
experiment and observed the same behaviour. 
This result indicates that in order to prevent attenuation, energy must be supplied 
from outside. For the optical soliton, the most promising methods are the amplification by 
the induced Raman effect and by means of erbium doped fibers. When compensating the 
effect of loss on optical fibers, an optical soliton can propagate without distorsion over an 
extremely long distance with important consequences for future long-distance high-bit-rate 
communications systems (see [66, 67]). To account for this energy pumping, one has to add 
the gain (f( z) in this particular case) chosen to compensate for the losses: 
(1.45) 
So far, we have seen that a little realism, in the form of dissipation, changes the picture. 
But the optical fiber is just one of the many damped systems (and the world is full of such 
systems, beginning with the weather, damped by the friction of the moving air and water 
and by the dissipation of the heat to outer space, and driven by the constant push of the 
sun's energy). Actually, all physically meaningful systems are dissipative and one has to 
account both for damping and driving when studying the behaviour of the system. 
The problem of activation and stabilization of solitons in real systems with dissipation 
is a subject of currently growing interest (see, e. g., [72,88,69,91,92,68,78, 117]) all 
the more qualitatively new aspects are linked to this area: bifurcations, attractors, self-
organization and chaos, everything that the new approach to nonlinear dynamics has in 
display. 
Nozaki and Bekki [70] showed that the soliton may be a reasonable candidate for an 
attractor in a forced dissipative soliton system (when solitons and radiation persist as nearly 
separable nonlinear modes). They considered a plasma driven by an external rf field and 













where h is the driver's amplitude. By means of numerical and 1ST-based perturbational 
methods they studied a sequence of bifurcations of attractors and showed that direct inter-
actions between soliton and a small pump field bring about a phase-locked soliton attractor 
(phase-locking means that the nonlinear frequency shift is in resonance with the driving fre-
quency n). As the strength of the pump increases, the phase-locked soliton (a fixed point in 
the phase space) is bifurcated to an amplitude-oscillating soliton (a limit cycle). Subsequent 
period-doubling bifurcations of a limit cycle lead to a low-dimensional chaotic attractor rep-
resenting an erratically oscillating soliton. When the pump field increases further, a crisis of 
the chaotic attractor occurs, and more complicated chaotic states in which many degrees of 
freedom are excited arise. 
To summarize, by means of direct numerical simulations, Nozaki and Bekki detected 
the period-doubling transition to chaos, and thereby it was demonstrated that generic routes 
to chaos occur in soliton-bearing systems. Also they were first to derive a set of ordinary 
differential equations (ODEs) which model transition to chaos in a perturbed soliton system 
in terms of parameters of solitons and radiation. They found a good agreement between the 
modelled partial differential equation (PDE) (1.46) and the reduced system of ODEs. 
The paper of Nozaki and Bekki [70] has stimulated many authors to investigate similar 
problems all the more two basic questions remained unanswered. Is the period-doubling 
route to chaos the only generic scenario for the driven damped NLS ? When reducing to 
low-dimensional models, does a systematic procedure exist to find the relevant modes? 
The first answers came from Bishop et al [91] who studied the damped driven sine-
Gordon equation, 
Utt - U xx + sinu = -AUt + fsin(W). (1.47) 
When the driver's frequency, n, is near but less than unity (n ~ 1, n < 1) and the amplitude 
of the solution is small, one can use singular perturbation methods [73, 6, 5] similar to those 
described in the previous section to reduce eq. (1.47) to the externally driven damped NLS 
equation (1.46). We mention, en passe, that this fact extends the applicability of NLS. We 
have already mentioned that the NLS arises in plasma, in the description of one-dimensional 
condensate with the ac field applied; now we can add to this list the dynamics of small-
amplitude breathers of the easy axis ferromagnet in the rf field and long Josephson junctions. 
Bishop et al studied the damped driven sine-Gordon equation (1.47) in the above 
mentioned NLS regime, and consequently their results translate to the case of the damped 
driven NLS (1.46). Their numerical simulations have furnished a particularly beautiful 
example of quasiperiodic route to chaos in a PDE. They observed that the chaotic regime is 
strongly intermittent, with the quasiperiodic regions distinguished from the chaotic bursts 
by a change in spatial symmetry. Temporally, the route exhibits one frequency, then two, 
and lastly temporal chaos. Bishop et al used the associated Inverse Scattering transform 
to precisely identify the nonlinear modes which comprise the attractors and found that 
interaction of coherent modes with radiation modes takes place with only a few (~ 3 or 4) 
nonlinear modes being appreciably excited - even when the attractor is chaotic. This simply 
means that only a small number of nonlinear modes of the underlying integrable system are 











that (unperturbed) homo clinic states are crossed repeatedly in these regimes. It must be 
emphasized that the homoclinic states [74] have infinite temporal periods under unperturbed 
dynamics and frequently separate in the phase space states with distinct spatial structures 
(e.g., spatially localised modes from extended, radiation modes), and playa central role in 
generating chaos [75, 14]. 
A theoretical interpretation of the results obtained by Bishop et al is due to Terrones et 
al [76] whose analytical study establishes the existence of several metastable states (unstable 
states with small growth rates), which consist of spatially localised coherent excitations and 
differ from each other by the location of these excitations. In addition, it was shown that 
very unstable states (states wi th large growth rates) are present, along with their associated 
homo clinic orbits, and that instability occurs through a Hopf bifurcation and therefore there 
are two unstable modes. Thus, they provided the ingredients for a description of one type 
of chaotic attractor of the NLS (and of the sine-Gordon in the NLS regime). 
The same damped driven sine-Gordon equation in the NLS regime was studied by 
Spatschek et al [92] and, for a different parameter range and a larger length of the system, 
a period-doubling route to temporal chaos was found. In this case too, the numerical cal-
culations showed that only few modes dominate the dynamics of the system. By means 
of linear stability analysis combined with Inverse Scattering diagnostics, Grauer and Birnir 
[77] showed that three modes are relevant for the dynamics. In addition, through a series of 
experiments whose purpose was to understand the influence of the length of the system on 
the bifurcation sequences, they found that in the same parameter regime a decrease in the 
length results in the bifurcation sequence described by Terrones [76] and Bishop [91], while 
an increase of the length leads to the period doubling route. 
Thus, depending on the parameter range and the system length, the sine-Gordon equa-
tion in the NLS regime exibits all the generic routes to temporal chaos known for low-
dimensional systems. 
The results for the sine-Gordon equation in the NLS regime are in an excellent agree-
ment with what the analysis of the NLS equation displays. More specifically, Eickermann 
et al [71] proved that besides the period-doubling observed by Nozaki and Bekki, the NLS 
(1.46) exhibits intermittency and period-n windows in the chaotic regime. Intermittency was 
observed at the border of the period-3 window while for shorter system length quasiperiodic 
states arise, still with the (perturbed) soliton dominating the behaviour. They showed that 
the whole scenario is consistent with results obtained by means of a variety of approaches 
(Kahunen-Loeve, perturbed 1ST in the periodic setting, Backlund transformation). 
While the externally driven damped NLS equation was extensively studied, very little 
was known until recently about an equally important system: the parametrically driven 
damped NLS equation [79, 80, 58]: 
(1.48) 
Similarly to the externally driven NLS, this equation describes a large number of nonlinear 
resonant phenomena in various physical media. These include the Faraday resonance in fluid 
dynamics [81, 80, 82], parametric generation of spin waves in ferro and antiferromagnets 











long Josephson junctions [89, 90]. In all these cases, a strong parametric excitation of the 
system can produce and sustain solitonic waves. 
Stability of the parametrically excited solitons heavily depends on the dimensionality of 
space and geometry of the problem at hand. In the two and three-dimensional infinite media 
the soliton was shown to be unstable and to collapse in a finite time [79]. However, if the 
system is bounded in one or two directions (consider, for instance, a long narrow rectangular 
water tank [81]), a stable soliton can be experimentally observed. This soliton is exponen-
tially localised only in one direction, so it is effectively a one-dimensional object [80]. There 
are also a number of genuinely one-dimensional systems such as the one-dimensional ferro 
and antiferromagnets and long Josephson junctions where the existence of the parametrically 
driven soliton was predicted [88, 58]. All this motivates the study of the one-dimensional 
version of eq. (1.48) which this work is devoted to. 
By means of a simple scaling, one can always arrange that n = 1 in eq. (1.48); 
(1.49) 
As was shown in [58], soliton solutions can be found exactly - even for nonzero dissipation. 
Namely, eq. (1.49) has two solitons, .p+ and .p_, 
(1.50) 
where A± > 0 and 
A~ = 1 + (h 2 - ,,?)'/2, 28+ = arcsin(,/h), (1.51) 
A: = 1 - (h 2 - 72)1/2, 28_ = 7r - arcsin(7/h). 
The soliton .p+ exists above the line h = , in Fig. 1. The.p_ exists between the 
lines h = , and h = VI + ,2. Barashenkov et al [58] examined stability of these solitons 
against small perturbations and found that the 1/1_ soliton is unstable for any hand 7. The 
stability of the 1/1+ soliton turned out to be a more subtle and difficult question. It was 
relatively straightforward to demonstrate that for h > (1 + ,2)1/2 the 1/1+ is unstable with 
respect to the continuous spectrum waves which are excited by the parametric pumping. 
(Since the solution 1/1 = 0 is unstable for h > (1 + ,2)'/2, the soliton solution is also unstable 
with respect to a continuum of modes.) Furthermore, the linearised stability analysis has 
revealed that the soliton has two internal ocillation modes the resonance of which produces 
Hopf bifurcation and instability. In ref. [58] it was suggested that this is the first bifurcation 
in a sequence leading to a chaotic behaviour' . 
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Fig.!
Stability diagram of the phase-locked soliton. Dashed is the domain h < 7 where no
solitons exist and the region h > (1 +72)1/2 where tIle soliton is unstable w.r.t. continuous
spectrum. In the dotted region the soliton is unstable w.r.t. a local mode; in the empty
wedge the soliton is stable.
A natural question arises: what happens to the soliton in the region where it is un-
stable? What attraetors replace the stationary phase-locked soliton, what structures dom-
inate the dynamics in the dotted area in Fig. 1? It is this question that we try to answer to
in our numerical study.
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" the ju~tification of such a mathematical 
construct is solely and precisely that is 
expected to work." 
John von Neumann 
2.1 Why split-step Fourier method? 
Apart from its physical significance the NLS equation presents a considerable interest for 
numerical analysis. Various instabilities and recurrence, interacting solitons and their bound 
states whose steep spatial and temporal gradients pose a real challenge to numerical methods 
[95] are some of the features which attract the numerical analyst. Thus, it is not surprising 
that there is a rich literature on numerical methods and stability of the NLS equation. 
Among the earlier methods used for solving the NLS numerically, are split-step and 
Fourier methods, for example the methods employed by Lake et al [96] and Tappert [97]. 
Some of the more recent references to numerical solutions of the NLS include [98]-[107]. 
These authors used mainly finite difference or finite element methods to discretize the space 
variable. For the discretization of the time variable, Sanz-Serna [98, 99] employed an explicit, 
variable time step leap-frog scheme, Delfour et al [100] a modified Crank-Nicholson scheme, 
Griffits et al [101] a predictor-corrector method, and Herbst et al [95] the midpoint rule. 
Most recently, Fei et al [107] utilised a non-selfstarting globally linear implicit scheme which 
uses the Crank-Nicholson to provide a starting. 
Taha and Ablowitz [108] conducted extensive computations in which the split-step 
Fourier method of Tappert [97] was compared with several finite difference, pseudospectral 
and even global methods, including some of the numerical schemes described in [98]-[107]. 
In the majority of their experiments, the split-step method turned out to be superior. The 
method owes part of its success to the fact that it avoids solving a nonlinear algebraic system 
at each time level. Thus high accuracy may be obtained at comparatively low computational 
cost. In their review of pseudospectral methods for solving PDEs, Fornberg and Sloan [23] 











finite element methods do not even come close in efficiency. 
An important theoretical analysis of split-step (finite difference and Fourier) methods 
was performed by Weideman and Herbst [110]. Under the approach that the salient physical 
properties of the NLS should also be reflected in the numerical schemes, their investigations 
were concerned with number of particles conservation, the nonlinear dispersion relation and 
the (linearized) stability of the numerical methods. 
It was shown that both methods conserve number of particles exactly. Also the discrete 
form of the nonlinear dispersion relation proved to be exact in the case of the Fourier method. 
Recalling that the specific type of the solution of the NLS (number of solitons, occurence of 
bound states, etc.) depends on the balance between dispersion and nonlinearity, this quality 
of the split-step Fourier method is especially relevant since the accuracy of the approximation 
of the nonlinear dispersion by the numerical method is an indication of its ability to maintain 
this balance. Weideman and Herbst have also shown that the method is able to simulate 
closely the analytical instability properties of the NLS. 
Despite the advantages over its rivals, the split-step Fourier method has not yet been 
applied to the perturbed NLS. Neither anything is known about its theoretical behaviour in 
this case. The aim of the next several sections is to design a version of the split-step Fourier 
method for the solution of the parametrically driven damped NLS (1.49), and analyze its 
properties. 
We begin by discussing some of the relevant analytical properties of our perturbed NLS 
equation (1.49). 
2.2 Analytical properties of the parametrically driven 
damped NLS equation 
It appears convenient to transform eq. (1.49), by means of the substitution ,peit -> ,p, to a 
two-parameter autonomous equation, 
(2.1) 
where h and I are the driver's strength and dissipation coefficient, respectively. 
2.2.1 Spatially uniform attractors and their stability 
We begin our analytical study [112] by first constructing "flat" solutions of (2.1), i. e., 
solutions that are uniform in space and do not depend on time. In addition, we study 












Static, spatially homogeneous solutions 
We seek an x- and t-independent solution 1/Jo of 
(2.2) 
Let 1/Jo = ae-;a for some constants a > 0 and Ct which denote the amplitude and phase of 
the solution respectively; they satisfy the following equation: 
Equating real and imaginary parts, one obtains 
2a2 - 1 - hcos2cr. 
, - hsin2cr. 
o 
0, 
and hence the amplitudes and phases of the two flat solutions of (2.2) are given by 
1 ., 
cr.+ = "2 arcsm h 
and 
a~ 
7r 1 ., 
cr. = - - - arcsm -






respectively. Note that the flat states have the same phases as the .p± solitons, and their 
amplitudes are related as V2a± = A±, where A± are the soliton amplitudes given by (1.51). 
Linear stability analysis 
Next we investigate stability of these flat states [112]. Setting 
1/J(x, t) =.po + b<jJ(x, t), 
where 
b1/J = e-,a±-~' {J(x, t) + i9(x, t)} 
is a small perturbation, and linearising with respect to b,p gives 
-g, - ,9 = {_d2 / dx 2 + 1 - 6ai + h cos(2Ct±)} J, 
it -, i = {_d2 / dx2 + 1 - 2ai - h cos(2Ct±)}9· 
Transforming to T = a1t and X = a±x, and defining 7 = ,/a1, one gets 
-gT -79 = Ld, 

















Lo - -d?jdX2 'f q, 
L1 - _d2jdX2 - 4, 
E± = 2Jh2 ---Na! (0::; E::; 4). (2.13) 
The flat solution will appear unstable if eqs. (2.12) have solutions growing faster than 
exp[~Tl· 
It is sufficient to consider separable solutions of the form 
f(X, T) = e·T f(X), g(X, T) = e~T g(X), 
where 
", = v+ iw, 
and f(X) and g(X) are complex functions. Substituting into (2.12), we obtain 
Defining A as 
and g(X) as 
Ld= 
Log = 
(", + ~)g, 
(", -~)J. 
eqs. (2.16) become 
Ld = ->.g, 







Eqs. (2.19) do not contain~. Thus we have reduced the stability problem for the damped 
system to the one for dissipation-free case. 
Let us start with the stability of a+ solution. For the notational convenience, we shall 
denote the amplitude a+ by a. 
Having in mind the analysis of the Fourier numerical method, which imposes the peri-
odic boundary conditions, we consider periodic perturbations f and g : 











with L being the length of the system. Expanding 
00 _ 
f(X) = 2:: fneiknX, 
n=-oo 
00 _ 
- (X) "" .knX 9 = W gn e , 
n=-oo 
where the wavenumbers kn are given by 
- 2,m 
kn .= --, aL 
eq. (2.19) reduces to the following linear algebraic system: 
(k; - 4)fn + Agn 0, 
(k; - E)gn ->./n = 0 (n = -00, ... ,(0). 
The eigenvalues An are given by 
Clearly, the eigenvalues are either real or pure imaginary, 
A = {A~ when E < k~ < 4 






Coming back to (2.15) and (2.17) this means that either v = 0, in which case the solution 
is stable, or w = 0 in which case we may have instability provided v2 > 72 , i.e. if A; > O. 
On the other hand, we know from (2.25) that A; > 0 holds true when at least one of the k~ 
falls into the window (E, 4) : 
(2.26) 
One can easily obtain conditions under which at least one of the k~ falls into the window 
(E,4). To this end, one picks up k; closest to 4 on the right-hand side (k; > 4 : 
. [aL] n = mt -;-- + 1. 
Then if k;_l < E, the homogeneous solution is stable; otherwise it is unstable. 
instability occurs if 














Let, for instance, , = 0.27 and h = 0.9. For this choice of parameters, a = 0.964 and
E = 1.9253. If we choose L = 50, eq. (2.27) gives us n = 16. Hence, the most unstable mode
could be the one with n = 15. And indeed, krs = 3.8234 so it falls into the window (E,4).
One may check that there are altogether five unstable modes in the regime we chose.
In general the condition for stability,
amounts to
n - 1 < .!:-(2 /h2 _,2)1/2 < .!:-(2 Ih2 _,2 +2)1/2 < n.
2ff V 2ff V .





Consequently, for the flat solution a+ to be unstable, it is sufficient that the length of the
interval exceed certain critical value:
L V2ff
> (Vh2 -12 +1)1/2 - (h2_,2)1/4'
In the case of the a_ solution, we should only substitute E --4 -E in eq. (2.23) which
yields
(k~ - 4)(k~ +E) + .>-2 = O. (2.33)
Instability occurs if.>-2 > 0, i.e. if (at least one) k~ falls into the window (-E,4). And there
always are k~ falling into this window, in particular k~ = O. Consequently, a_ is always
unstable.
To summarize, several points should be emphasized.
• The zero solution proves to be stable for h < (1 + 12)1/2 and therefore, acts as an
attraetor in this region for which reason we shall refer to it as the zero atiractor.
• Like the 1f- soliton (see [58]) the a_ flat solution is always unstable.
• The a+ solution is unstable to modes with wavenumbers in the band E < k~ < 4.
• Identification of the unstable modes can be accomplished using the relation (2.26).
• Modes with sufficiently high wavenumbers are always stable.
• For any, and h, the spatial period L can be chosen so large that the a+ solution is
unstable (see eq. (2.32)).
It is appropriate to mention that these results are similar to the ones obtained by
Terrones et al [76] for the externally driven damped NLS equation.
We are now prepared to discuss the numerical solution of the parametrically driven











2.3 The split-step Fourier method 
In order to derive a numerical scheme for the damped driven NLS equation (2.1), it is 
convenient to rewrite (2.1) as 
1/;, = iL1/;+ iN(1/;)1/;, -00 < x < 00, (2.34) 
with the operators Land N defined by 
(2.35) 
We start with the discretization of the time variable. 
2.3.1 Time discretization 
The solution of (2.35) may be advanced from one time level to the next one by means of the 
formula 
(2.36) 
where 7 denotes the time step. The right-hand side of (2.36) can now be replaced by 
(2.37) 
Eq. (2.37) is exact whenever Land N commute. In general, however, Land N do not com-
mute and so eq. (2.37) is only first order accurate in 7. The splitting (2.37) can be improved 
to the accuracy 0(73 ) and higher. This, however, makes little sense as the representation 
(2.36) (which is basic for our purposes) is first order accurate itself. We refer to Appendix 
A for details. 
Combining (2.36) and (2.37), we have 
(2.38) 
where U(x, t) denotes the approximation to 1/;(x, t). 
Incidentally, some authors find it convenient to view the scheme (2.38) as succesively 
solving the equations 
(2.39) 
employing the solution of former equation as initial condition for the latter. 












with Um = U(t = mr). Then, the split-step scheme (2.38) may be written as 
(2.41 ) 
Weideman and Herbst [110] refer to the quantity vm as an intermediate solution - although 
it, of course, cannot be considered an approximation to the theoretical solution. For sim-
plicity, we shall do the same. If um is L-periodic, so is V m , and therefore the boundary 
conditions are not violated by the introduction of vm as an intermediate step. 
Since the operator N does not involve derivatives, no further time approximation to 
(2.40) need to be made. On the other hand, the formula (2.41) involves the second spatial 
derivative and so approximation in space is required for the computation. So, we turn to 
the discretization of the space variable, and consider a Fourier method for this purpose. 
2.3.2 Space discretization 
At this point, one recalls that although the NLS equation is defined over the real line, one 
needs to impose conditions at finite boundaries when it is solved numerically. Also, we have 
to keep in mind that the Fourier method is only applicable to periodic problems. This may 
sound disturbing and look inappropriate when a problem with soliton solutions has to be 
solved. In practice, however, it is sufficient to place the boundaries far enough apart so that 
they do not interfere with the wave motion [110]. 
We first review a few well-known results concerning discrete Fourier transform (see 
Brigham [20], Canuto [22], Conte and deBoor [21]). Let w(x) be an L-periodic function, i. 
e. w(x) = w(x + L). The Fourier series of w(x) reads 
= 
w(x) = 2: wne,knx, (2.42) 
n=-oo 
where kn = 2ln and the Fourier coefficients wn are given by 
1 1L/2 . wn = - w(x)e-·knXdx. 
L -L/2 
(2.43) 
In deriving (2.43) from (2.42), or vice-versa, one uses the orthogonality condition 
Here S denotes the Kronecker symbol. The interval [-L /2, L /2] 
subintervals with grid spacing ~x and grid points Xj : 
L 
~x= N' x,=j~x, j=-N/2, ... ,N/2. 
29 
(2.44 ) 











On the grid (2.45) the discrete Fourier transform of a discrete function 
is defined by 
The inverse formula is 
(N/2)-1 
Wj == L: WneiknxJ, j == -N/2, ... , N/2-1 
n=-N/2 
and so the orthogonality condition becomes 
(N/2)-1 






Comparing (2.44) with (2.49), we see that the discrete N-grid cannot distinguish 
between wavenumbers k n and kn(modN), and although the small wavelength components 
may have been generated by nonlinear interactions [111], at a later stage they may be in-
terpreted as long wavelength components. This phenomenon is called aliasing and its origin 
lies in the right-hand side of (2.49) [105]. 
Thus, whenever we do sampling of w(x), Wj == w(Xj), the exact Fourier amplitude wn 
and the aliased discrete amplitude Wn are related by 
00 
Wn == wn + L: Wn±jN. 
;=1 
(2.50) 
One may note that for a sufficiently smooth function the aliasing contribution in (2.50) 
becomes neglijeble as N --> 00. The relation (2.50) also explains the absence of the amplitude 
WN/2 from (2.47) and (2.48). In this formulation W-Nt2 represents the approximation to 
both 2W_N/2 and 2WN/2' In addition if w(x) has p -1 continuous derivatives and piecewise 
continuous p-th derivative then 
(2.51 ) 
Turning back to our problem, the first step in the Fourier split-step scheme consists in 
replacing Vm(x) and Um+1(x) in (2.41) by their Fourier series. This yields 











where v;:' and it;;'+1 are the Fourier coefficients of the continuous functions vm( x) and 
Um+1 (x), and I( h, k;, r) some complex function. Equation (2.52) may now be "discretized" 
by replacing v;:' by V,;n where 
(N/2)-1 
V• m = 2- '"' V!"e- iknx, N/2 N/2 1 n N L. 3 ,n=- , ... , -, 
j~-N/2 
(2.53) 
and Vr is the intermediate solution given by 
(2.54) 
Thus, (2.52) becomes 
u;:+1 = e--"'G(h, k;', r), n = -N/2, ... , N/2 - 1. (2.55) 
When the driver's strength h satisfies the condition h < 1 + k~, the real and imaginary parts, 
An and Bn, of the complex function G( h, k~, r) are given by 
with Wn and an denoting 
a = 11+ k~ - h 11/2 
n 1 + k2 + h ' n 
(2.56) 
and Yn and Zn being given by combinations of the real and imaginary parts of ~m. For 
details of calculation we refer to the next section. 
For h > 1 + k~, An and Bn take the form 
Finally, the approximation at the next time level is calculated from the inverse transform 
(N/2)-1 
U~+l = '"' U· m+1 iknxj J ~ n e , j = -N/2, ... ,N/2-1. (2.57) 
n=-N/2 
Summarizing, the method consists of three steps. First, the nonlinearity is inexpens-
ively computed in the physical space using (2.54), then transposed into Fourier space by 
(2.53) and finally the Fourier space solution (2.55) is transformed back to the physical space 











In order to render the method competitive in tenils of the speed of computation, 
the transformations (2.53) and (2.57) should be performed by Fast Fourier techniques [20]. 
This reduces the number of operations from O(N2) to O(NlogN). As we discussed above, 
the penalty one may think we pay, however, is that aliasing errors are introduced into the 
approximation. In their review [23], Fornberg and Sloan showed that such fears seem to 
arise mainly from shortsighted analysis. They proved that even in the case of non-smooth 
functions the pseudospectral method sometimes performs much better than current theory 
would suggest and one of the most important strengths of pseudospectral methods is that 
relatively large errors cancel systematically over time. Still, several procedures exist by 
means of which the aliasing error can be removed (for more details on aliasing we refer to 
[22,23,111, 109, 105]). Moreover, the equation (2.50) shows that if solution is band-limited, 
I. e. if there exists an no such that 
,jy;: = 0, Inl > no, (2.58) 
then the Fourier discretization is exact provided N 2:: 2nD. 
2.4 Derivation of the numerical solution for paramet-
rically driven damped NLS 
According to the split-step method discussed in Sec.2.2, the solution of parametrically driven 
damped NLS (2.1) may be advanced as 
where 
The function eiTN1f;(x, t) can be seen as the solution v(x, t), at t = T, of the equation 
Vt = iN(v)v, N(v)v = 21vl 2v 
with the initial condition 
v(x,O) = 1f;(x, t). 
Indeed, solving (2.61) with the initial condition (2.62) one gets at t = T 
which is nothing but eiTN1jJ(x, t). Returning to (2.60), we have 

















Analogously, the right-hand side of (2.64) can be seen as a solution u(x, t) of the initial-value 
problem 
Ut = iLu, u(x, 0) = v(x, T). (2.65) 
Thus, to evaluate eirL we must solve (2.65), that is 
iUt + Uxx - u + i,u - hu' = 0, h" > O. (2.66) 
We write u in the form 
u(x, t) = e--rtf(x, t), (2.67) 
with f(x, t) a complex function, f = a + ib. When substituting in (2.66), the exponential 
factors cancel and both real and imaginary components can be equated to obtain 
-bt + axx - a - ha 
at + bxx - b + hb 
0, 
O. 
Now, we expand a and b in Fourier series and (2.68) becomes 
-Bn+(ikn)2An-An-hAn - 0, 
An + (ikn)2Bn - Bn + hBn = O. 
(2.68) 
(2.69) 
In (2.69) kn is given by kn = (21rnj L), An and Bn are the Fourier coefficients of a and b 
respectively, and overdot denotes differentiation with respect to time. 
Next, we rearrange (2.69) as 
(k~ + 1+ h)An, 
(k~ + 1 - h)Bn' 
and look for a solution of the form 
where ~n and (n are constants. This gives 
(k~ + 1+ h)~n' 
(k~ + 1 - h)(n. 
Nontrivial solutions exist if 
















where Wn = 1(1 + k~)2 - h211/2 and en, dn are arbitrary real coefficients. Otherwise, for 
(1+ k~)2 - h2 < 0, 
c eWnt + d e-wnt n n , 
Wn (c eWn ' _ d e-wn'). 
1+k;-h n n 
(2.75) 
Note that we discard the case of the so-called resonances when (1 + k~? - h2 = O. 
The coefficients Cn and dn can be fixed from the initial condition (2.65). We expand 
the real and imaginary parts of (2.65) in Fourier series, to get 
(2.76) 
where Yn and Zn represent the Fourier coefficients of the real and imaginary parts of v(x, r). 
From (2.74) and (2.76) we have, for (1 + k;)2 - h2 > 0 
with 
a =11+k~-hI1/2. 
n 1 + k~ + h 
For (1 + k~? - h2 < 0, eqs. (2.75) and (2.76) yield 
Thus we find that 
An = Yn cos wnt + anZn sinwnt, 
En = Zn cos wnt - Ci~lYn sinwnt, 
when (1 + k;)2 - h2 > 0, and 
-1 + -1 
Zn - Q n Yn w t Zn an Yn -wnt = ----'---c-"--'-".e n + e 
2 2' 






Recalling that An and En are the Fourier coefficients of the real and imaginary parts 












The inverse Fourier tranform of (2.82) gives us the numerical solution of parametrically
driven damped NLS :
00
u(x, t) = L uneiknx
n;;::-oo
(2.83)
We close this section with a brief comment on the method used to find Yn and Zn' The
most straightforward way is to obtain them through Fourier transforms both of real and
imaginary parts of v(x, r). This would imply 3 fast Fourier transforms per time step alto-
gether. Highly unwanted, since we need a very low CPU time consuming code. Fortunately,
this can be avoided if we write v(x, r) as
v(x,r) = Re v(x,r) + ilm v(x,r),
and Fourier-expand each term of (2.84) to obtain
(2.84)
(2.85)
In (2.85), P« and qn are the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier coefficients of v(x, r ).
Re v(x, r) and Im v(x, r ) are real quantities and therefore their complex Fourier coefficients
(Yn and Zn, respectively) have the property that
(2.86)
Using (2.86) in (2.85), we arrive at the following relation for Yn and Zn :
p« + p:« .qn - q.:«
(2.87)Yn 2 +, 2
qn + q:« .pn - p-n
(2.88)Zn -I
2 2
Thus, eqs. (2.87)-(2.88) bring down the total number of fast Fourier transforms per time
step to 2 FFT and render a 50% faster computational code. (We must mention also that
the equations are discretized and therefore the index n ranges from - N /2, ... ,N /2 - 1.)
Since in practice computational errors are expected, in the next section we turn to a
stability analysis in order to establish under which conditions perturbations, e. g. numerical
errors, may grow.
2.5 Numerical stability












in the framework of the split-step Fourier method. Since the solution (2.89) is x- and t-
o 
independent we keep the notation U. We perturb (2.89) to 
o 
U;' = (1 + ej) U, (2.90) 
where e'J' is assumed to be an L-periodic function [llO]. The discrete Fourier expansion of 
the perturbation is 
(N/2)-1 
ej= L e;:eiknxJ, j=-N/2,oo.,N/2-1, 
n=-N/2 
with kn given by kn = 27rn/ L. 
(2.91) 
Substituting (2.90) into (2.40) and retaining first order terms e'J', we arrive at the 
linearized version of the intermediate solution 
(2.92) 
n =0, 
n # 0. 
(2.93) 
Next, U:+1 is computed from (2.55), (2.89) and (2.93), to give 
U:+1 _ e-~T a{t;:'[(an(l + en) - ibnc,,) - (a~cn + ib~(l + cn))] 
+ t:,~[(anc" + ibn(1- c,,)) + «(1- c,,) - ib~c,,)]}, nolO, (2.94) 
where we denoted 
o 
- ( . h . ) 2ilul2r an = COSWnT - 'leas Pn SlllWnT e , 
o 
b = sinw rsinhp e-2iIUI2r+2i" n - n n , 
en == 2il U 12r 
and 
(2.95) 
with an and Wn given by (2.56). In deriving eq. (2.94) we have assumed that h < 1 + k~. 
The situation with h > 1 + k~ may arise only at the border of our region of interest. 
On the other hand, from (2.90) and (2.91) we have 
(;m+l = { ~ (1 + t;;,+l), 
n U t m +1 n , 
n = 0, 
(2.96) 











A comparison of (2.94) and (2.96) yields 
n = -N/2, ... ,N/2, (2.97) 
where the amplification matrices An are given by 
(2.98) 




Exponential growth will be exhibited by (in' i:nf whenever either of the eigenvalues 
given by (2.99), satisfies 
(2.101) 
It is easy to see [110] that this is equivalent to 
l,an 1 > cosh ,T. (2.102) 
Let us have a closer look at ,an. By means of algebraic manipulations and Taylor 
o 





'l/n == 2 cosh pn + sinh pn cos 2a. (2.105) 














We shall discuss the instability condition in two regimes: far enough and close to the res-
onance between the soliton's internal frequency Wn and driver's frequency !1 (n = 1 in our 
case; in Sec. 1.4 we mentioned that we can always arrange that n = 1 in (1.48)). Hence, at 
resonance h = 1 + k~. 
For values of h not too close to a resonance 1 + k';', i. e. for an ~ 1, the relation (2.106) 




Here, we must point out that instability may occur only when (1)~ - 3)A2 - '"(2 > 0 which 
we therefore assume. It was found that this assumption holds true for an > 1/ V3 which 
places us far enough from resonance. First order Taylor series expansions of both sides in 
eqs. (2.107)-(2.108) lead to 
(2.110) 
In the regime an ~ 1, one gets 1)n ~ 2, Sn ~ A, Wn ~ 1 + k~ and A ~ 1; hence, we can 
(roughly) approximate (2.110) by 1 < 1 + k~ < 3 which shows that only low wavenumber 
modes become unstable. This is in complete agreement with the analytical instability. It is 
necessary to note here that this is a very rough estimate and therefore one cannot expect 
to obtain the analytical result exactly. The fact that eq. (2.110) is the counterpart of the 
analytical instability condition (2.26), is confirmed by a more accurate calculation. 
Because of the oscillatory nature of the instability condition (2.108) some high fre-
quency modes may be unstable in addition to the low modes given by (2.110). To check 
this, we considered [112] A, h, '"( and T fixed, and defined a function 
g(W) = COS(WT - 0). (2.111 ) 
It was convenient to consider W as a continuous variable, even though the wavenumbers 
present in computation can only assume discrete values kn = 21m/ L. (This idea belongs to 
Herbst and Weideman [110].) The function g has turning points at 
0+ p7r 
w=wp= p=O,l, ... 
T 
(2.112) 
It follows that the inequalities 












Iw-wpl <8, p=O,l, ... (2.114) 
are equivalent. Thus, whenever w = Wn satisfies (2.114) for some p, the n-th mode becomes 
unstable. 
We saw earlier that the instability resulting from p = 0 corresponds to the analytical 
instability (see (2.110». However, for p > 1 the scheme's finite time step r comes into play 
and high wavenumber instabilities, which have no analytical conterparts, may set in. These 
should be avoided. Accordingly, we need to derive a condition ensuring that the inequality 
(2.114) may hold true for no any p > O. Considering p = 1 and bearing in mind that the 
highest values of P and therefore of w, present in the computation are 
e _ (27r(-N/2»)2 _ ~ 
-N/2 - L - (6.x)2 
and 







(Here 6.x:= LIN.) Hence, as long as (2.117) is satisfied the solution is stable against high 
frequency perturbation. Note that an identical relation was derived by Herbst and Weideman 
[110] for the unperturbed NLS. 
We point out that eq. (2.117) is sufficient but not necassary. From (2.114), it follows 
that if 8 is small, the range of w values for which (2.114) is satisfied is small. It could therefore 
be that no higher wavenumbers kn fall inside this range even when (2.117) is violated. In 
this case, of course, the instability will not show up. 
Assume now we are close to a resonance, i. e. a;;-l ~ 1. If 1)nr ~ 1, it can be shown 
that no numerical instability arises [112]. If, on the contrary, a;;-l » 1 and 1)nr ~ 1, the 
condition (2.106) takes the form 
cosh,r 1 
I cos(1)nAr ) I > A ~-A' 
1)n r 1)n r 
(2.118) 
and we are doomed to have multiple numerical instabilities. These can be avoided by choos-
ing a sufficiently small time step r, rll1);;-l. We are not elaborating here on how small r 
. should be since we did not have to carry out simulations for resonant values of h. 
Up until now we have been considering stability of the flat nonzero solution. In a 
similar way one can analyse stability of the zero solution. This turns out to be a rather 











We close this section by pointing out that our step size restrictions correspond to the 
flat solution of the perturbed NLS. Strictly speaking, it is not clear how these restrictions will 
modify when a localised (soliton) solution is simulated. Another, not necessarily unrelated 
question concerns the relevance of linear stability analysis .for a nonlinear equation. 
These questions refer to any numerical scheme, of course, and usually remain un-
answered. Consequently, the obtained stepsize restrictions should always be supplemented 
by an ad hoc stability analysis; for instance, one should watch for the excitation of the Four-
ier modes with high wavenumbers. (One should take care, however, because it could happen 
that the small wavelength components may have been generated by nonlinear interactions 
[111].) The value of the above restrictions is that they provide at least a start-up idea on 
the choice of the time step. It is interesting to note here that in our simulations of soliton 














"There were things which he stretched,
but mainly he held the truth"
Mark Twain, Huckleberry Finn
In this chapter we present numerical studies of nonlinear oscillations and chaotic tem-
poral behaviour of the soliton solution ,p+ of the parametrically driven damped NLS,
(3.1)
above the Hopf bifurcation curve (i. e. in the region where the stationary soliton is unstable).
We also uncover other attractors in that region and consequently, reconstruct the attractor
chart on the (h,,)-plane.
3.1 Topography of attraetors of the parametrically
driven, damped nonlinear Schrodinger equation
We used the method described in the previous chapter to simulate the evolution of the (un-
stable) stationary soliton (1.50-1.52). We took 1024 Fourier modes with the time increment'
!:>.t = 21f X 10-3 . The interval length was chosen to be L = 50.
The main results of this work are summarised in Fig. 2. This is the attractor chart of
the parametrically driven NLS on the (h,,) plane. The region where the stationary soliton
is stable was discussed in Sec. 1.4, while in the unstable region, the following subregions were
IThe integration was verified by decreasing the time increment, Llt, to Dr.t = 271" x 10-4 and also by using
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The attractor chart of eq.(2) on the (h, I)-plane. Empty circles denote period-I solutions
and shadowed boxes periods-2, 4, and 8. Small white blobs indicate period-6, petiod-T and
period-lO solitons observed at b = 0.262, h = 0.46), b = 0.235, h = 0.355) and
b = 0.18, h = 0.251), respectively. Shadowed diamonds stand for type-! and type-II
strange attractors observed at b = 0.18, h = 0.253) and (or = 0.26, h = 0.4530),
respectively, as well as for complex cycles. The region of stable stationary solitons is left
blank; empty triangles mark the area where the only attractor is 4> =0, and the domain of
spatio-temporal chaos is marked by black triangles. Note an unexpectedly complex, "shark
jaw" shape of the interface between the regions of spatio-temporal chaos and zero attractor.
First of all, clearly seen is the domain where the period-doubling route to (temporal)
chaos takes place. Above the line 1, in the domain marked by open circles, the nontrivial
attractor is temporally periodic. Very roughly one may think of it as a soliton with period-
ically varying amplitude and phase. (However, unlike the stationary soliton (1.50)-(1.52),
this periodic soliton has undulations on its spatial "tails".) In the vicinity of the curve 1
the frequency of the periodic solution, WI, was seen to be in a good agreement with Irn >.











around the stationary soliton (1.50)-(1.52) [58]. In Fig. 2 attractors resulting from sub-
sequent period-doubling (2-periodic, 4-periodic, 8- and higher periodic, and finally, complex
cycles and strange attraetors) occupy a narrow band of "boxes", "diamonds" and white
blobs. The curve 2 is a boundary of the period-doubling sequence and separates the region
of strange attraetors from the region where only zero attractor exists. The latter region is
marked by empty triangles.
0.52
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An enlarged portion of Fig.2 displaying the period-doubling route to chaos. Notation is as
in Fig.2 with the exception that shadowed boxes, triangles, and circles stand for periods-2,
4, and 8, respectively. The black blob at ,= 0.262, h = 0.46 marks a period-6 solution.
(Note the appearance of odd periods and their doublings in the neighbourhood of the
upper boundary of the period-doubling sequence.) .
Crossing the bifurcation line 3, the limit cycle is replaced by the spatio-ternporal chaos.
As opposed to the period-doubling scenario, there are no intermediate attraetors here which
corresponds to the quasiperiodic transition. The line 4 separates spatio-temporal chaos from
the region of the zero attractor. The lines 2, 3, and 4 meet at a "tricritical" point he = 0.812,
Ie = 0.2525 which separates the period-doubling and quasiperiodic routes.
Details of the period-doubling transition are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 3 displays
an enlarged portion of the attraetor chart exhibiting the period-doubling sequences for the
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a: The power spectral density of the stable stationary solution during the start-off
transient (1000 ~ t ~ 2000). b-f: Power spectral densities of the time-dependent solitons.











In Fig. 4, typical at tractors are illustrated by their power spectra. As an example, we
have chosen a sequence arising along the 'line I = 0.26. Below the curve 1 the attractor
is the stable stationary soliton, ,p(x, t) = ,p+(x). Fig. 4a shows the power spectrum of the
transient solution in this region. (We have picked up a point close to the curve 1.) Before
settling down to the stationary attractor, the solution oscillates with the frequency Im):
(>' is the eigenvalue of the linearised problem described above.] As we cross the curve 1 in
Fig. 2, the Hopf bifurcation occurs and this frequency becomes the main harmonic frequency
of the period-l solution. (We denote the latter Wi') In the immediate vicinity of curve 1 the
frequency is Wi = 1.105 which practically coincides with Lm); Here the amplitude of the
oscillation is small and the contribution of higher harmonics negligible. As h is increased,
the main frequency decreases (Fig. 4 d-I); on the other hand we know that the Im). grows.
This discrepancy is caused, of course, by the growth of anharmonicity effects. Finally, the
period-doubling can be seen from the appearance of subharmonics in Fig. 4.
In order to emphasize the existence of the entire Feigenbaum sequence of direct and
reverse bifurcations, we plot the phase portrait of a two-band strange attractor arising for
I = 0.26, h = 0.4539 (Fig. 5a). The two-band structure is explicitly illustrated by a one-
dimensional map X n +2 = f(Xn ) (Fig. 5b). Here {Xn } is the sequence of the maximum

















































a,b: type-I (two-band) strange attractor, I = 0.26, h = 0.453974. c,d: type-II strange











The band of strange attractors borders the region of the zero attractor. As we approach
the border between the two regions, the structure of the strange attractor becomes more
complex. This is exemplified by a phase portrait and one-dimensional map of a complex
attractor for I = 0.18 and h = 0.253 (Fig. 5, c-d). As h is increased, the strange at tractors
undergo a crisis (Fig. 6) and we find ourselves in the zero attractor domain. Thus, the final
stage of the soliton's instability following the period-doubling sequence, is its decay to zero.
If we increase h for a fixed I (provided I is smaller than IC = 0.2525 so as not to cross
the upper part of the period-doubling band), the zero attraetor becomes unstable and a
spatia-temporal chaotic state emerges.
Fig.6
-0 2 00 02 0" 0 6 0 8 1 0 '1 1 4 1.6
Re(u(O.t))
Crisis of tlw attractor; I = 0.26, h = 0.453975
For all I > IC and h > he, the transition to chaos is via the quasiperiodic route.
In terms of the equation (1.5) tbis implies the sequence "stationary soliton -> period-I
soliton -> spatia-temporal chaos". In terms of eq. (1.48), the stationary soliton (1.50)-
(1.52) becomes periodic with the frequency of the driver, n = I, while the period-l soliton
becomes quasiperiodic with two frequencies, n and WI' (Hence the name of the route.) In the
vicinity of the curve 3 (the curve of the quasiperiodic transition), an additional low frequency
wis excited in the power spectrum. Below the curve the low frequency oscillation dies off
as a transient. For example, for I = 0.34 and h = 0.993443329, the frequency w ~ 0.06
disappeared from the spectrum after t ~ 2000. Above the curve 3, the wis also excited in
the spectrum at the first instance of time - together with combinations of wand WI, the
main frequency of the cycle. Soon after that a chaotic structure nucleates in the core of
the soliton and subsequently spreads over the entire axis. (The same sequence "period-I ->
spatio-temporal chaos" was observed for larger systems, e. g. L = 200. We kept the time
step unchanged and increased N to 4096 so that to preserve the spatial resolution. Here the
spatia-temporal chaos sets in at a slightly smallerf h, i. e. for h = 0.98925.) Fig. 7 shows a


















Spatia-temporal cIJaos seeded by the soliton.
Only (-25,25) part is shown
In the region to the right of curve 1 and above the line h = (l + ,2)'/2 (Fig. 2), the
unstable soliton evolves into a cnoidal wave. It is merely a bifurcation in space that occurs
here along the line h = (l + ,2)1/2. Fig. 8 shows how this cnoidal wave at.tractor emerges
from the decay of the unstable soliton. Note the creation and annihilation of soliton-like
structures occuring while the solution settles down.
Fig.8
CnoidaJ wave emerging from tile decay of I.IJe unstable soliton .
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We conclude the discussion of the observations by mentioning a few curious phenomena.
First, it is worth noticing an unusual, "shark jaw" shape of the boundary between the regions
of the zero attractor and spatio-temporal chaos. Second, for some values of hand 7 the
setting-in of the spatio-temporal chaos was preceded by the appearance of what can be
interpreted as a bound state of two solitons: a finite lifetime state in the form of two solitons












'Bound state' of two solitons which precedes the appearance of spatia-temporal chaos.
h=O.84, 7 = 0.24
Finally, we have simulated the evolution of the unstable homogeneous solution of
eq. (3.1) at some points along the lines 7 = 0.26 and 7 = 0.34 on the (h,7) plane. Surpris-
ingly, for points on the line 7 = 0.26 this evolution results in the formation of two solitons of
which only one survives finally. (The other one dies off to zero.) As we increase h, the surviv-
ing soliton exhibits period-doubling sequence followed by zero attractor and spatio-temporal
chaos.
The decay of the fiat solution for 7 = 0.34 resulted in the creation of two solitons as
well. (This was seen for instance, at h = 0.7.) In this case, they approach each other to merge
finally into a period-I soliton. As we increase h to h = 0.8, the emerging spatial pattern
consists of two (double-peaked) structures centered at x = 0 and x = L/2, each of which
could be interpreted as two strongly overlapping solitons oscillating periodically in time (see












The evolution of the unstable homogeneous solution was also simulated in the region
to the right of curve 1 on Fig. 2. In this region the attractor is the stationary soliton .p+.
We picked up a point close to the curve 1: h = 0.7" = 0.35. Again two solitons emerged.



























Double-peaked structures resulting from the decay of the homogeneous solution.
To summarize, the parametrically driven damped NLS was numerically simulated in
the neighbourhood of its exact solution. We obtained the attractor chart on the control
parameter plane in the domain of the soliton's instability. Regions of the period-doubling
and quasiperiodic transitions are found, and the existence of a critical point where the two
scenarios meet, is demonstrated. Above the line h = (1+,2)1/2 where the soliton is unstable
w.r.t. a continuum of modes excited by parametric pumping, two types of bifurcations occur.
In the region situated to the left of curve 1 in Fig. 2 (here instability w.r.t, a local mode is
also present, see Fig. 1), the soliton evolves into a spatio-temporally chaotic state, while in
the region placed to the right of curve 1 the soliton develops into a cnoidal wave.
We close this section with a few remarks. Our simulations for larger systems (L = 200)











En passe, we mention that it is only for small ,'s (-y = 0.01 - 0.02) along the line h = 0.35
that there is a discrepancy between the results obtained for L = 200 and those for L = 50.
Namely, for this particular h, in larger systems there are solutions describing a wandering
type motion of the soliton over a background radiation. Shorter intervals (L = 50) exhibit
spatio-temporal chaos. For h > 0.35 this discrepacy did not arise.
It is interesting to note a striking similarity between the bifurcation sequence arising, for
instance, along the line, = 0.1 in our system, and the one detected by Nozaki and Bekki [70]
in a related equation, the externally driven damped NLS. In their case the period-doubling
sequence is followed by what Nozaki and Bekki call an attractor crisis (the flat attractor)
and then spatio-temporal chaos. Furthermore, the structure of the attractor chart Spatschek
et al [92] suggested" for the externally driven damped NLS, also with the structure of our
attractor chart. In both cases, for some ,'s (, :::: 0.17 for externally driven damped NLS and
, :::: 0.275 in our case) no period-doubling bifurcations occur and the limit cycle is stable
up to the value of h where the solutions become spatially incoherent. Also the reocurrence
of a limit cycle after a period-doubling sequence was observed in both cases. The latter
phenomenon was detected for h = 0.245" = 0.16 in the externally driven case [92], and
0.813 < h < 0.67, 0.2525 < , < 0.273 in our case.
Possibly the most fascinating feature of the parametrically driven, damped NLS is the
strength of its solitonic attractor. Even if we start with initial conditions which are far from
the unstable ,p+ soliton (in particular, if we start with the homogeneous solution), we end
up with precisely the same asymptotic state as if we started with ,p+. This is not surprising
when hand, are small and so the system is in the near-integrable limit. However, by no
means would one expect that even far from integrability, decay of the unstable soliton and
flat solution would produce the same solitonic attractor. Here we refer, for instance, to the
results obtained for (h = 0.7" = 0.26), (h = 0.7" = 0.34), (h = 0.7" = 0.35). Thus
we are tempted to believe that our main conclusions presented here remain in place even
beyond the neighbourhood of the exact soliton solution. However, it is interesting to verify
within what limits this assertion is valid. This work is in progress.
In the next sections we discuss several curious phenomena observed in our numerical
simulations.
3Rigorously speaking, the attractor chart of Ref. 92 is the chart not for the partial differential equation











3.2 Period-l --t spatio-temporal chaos transition
In this section we discuss an interesting peculiarity of the transition from the period-l soliton
to the spatio-temporal chaos. This transition occurs upon crossing the line 3 on the attractor
chart (Fig. 2). Namely, as we have already mentioned, an additional frequency is excited in
the spectrum of the oscillating soliton in the vicinity of the curve 3.
We detected this frequency for h below the curve 3, i.e. in the region where the
attractor is period-l soliton. Initially we used the temporal step T = 27r X 10-3 but then
verified the results by decreasing T 10 times.
Figs. 11, a-c show the power spectrum of the oscillating soliton for 'Y = 0.34 and
h = 0.993443329. (The parameters of the numerical scheme here are L = 50, N = 1024, and
T = 27r X 10-4 . ) This value of h was chosen close to the onset of the spatio-temporal chaos
(hS T C = 0.993443330.)
Fig.11
Power spectral densities in tbe period-l region close to tbe onset of spatia-temporal cbaos
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Fig. l l a displays a host of frequencies excited in the temporal interval 0 :<:; t :<:; 500,
i.e. during the rapid formation of the limit cycle out of the unstable start-off state.
Next, Fig. llb shows that all these frequencies but one, are short-lived. Here 500:<:; t :<:;
1100. Large peaks in Fig. 11b correspond to the main frequency of the soliton, WI "=i 2.69 and
its higher harmonics 2WI, 3wI etc. In addition to these, clearly seen is the peak at w~ 0.06
as well as combinations of nWI and w. At this stage rapid processes have been over, and the
only transient frequency persisting in the spectrum, is w= 0.06 .
Finally, the spectrum of Fig. llc has been measured for 2000 :<:; t :<:; 2500. The
w-oscillation has decayed, and the solution has settled down to the stable limit cycle of
frequency WI'
We attempted to detect the frequency wabove the onset of chaos as well. Fig. 12a
shows the spectrum of the start-up transient in the spatio-temporal chaotic region. Here
I = 0.34, h = 0.993443330, and the temporal interval is t = 0 to t = 102. This is the initial
stage of instability. The amplitude of soliton's ocillations is small but growing slowly. In
this case it takes the instability about the same time to reach the developed stage as in the
case of the period-l solution.
Fig. 12b displays a host of frequencies excited in the temporal interval 102 :<:; t :<:; 283
when a configuration resembling a limit cycle is forming out of the the unstable start-off
state. At this stage, the amplitude of the soliton's oscillations has become quite large.
Finally, Fig. 12c corresponds to the break up of the soliton and an early stage of the
spatio-temporal chaos, with a characteristic continuous power spectrum. The spectrum of
Fig. 12c has been measured for 411 :<:; t :<:; 514. One can clearly see that all frequencies
excited in the spectrum are multiples of w. The reason why witself is "absent" from the
spectrum is simply that the spectral resolution is fairly rough (tJ.w ~ 0.06 at Fig. 12c).
Fig.12
Power spectral densities in the chaotic region h = 0.34, h = 0.993443330). a: 0:<:; t :<:; 102.
b: 102 :<:; t :<:; 283. c: 411 :<:; t :<:; 514.


































































































What is the origin of the frequency w in the spectrum below the curve 31 One possible 
explanation could be that it results from the circular motion of the radiation over the ring 
from x = -L/2 to x = L/2. If this were the case, the frequency w would have no relation 
with the appearance of spatio-temporal chaos. (Indeed, it would have to disappear as we 
send L -+ 00 whereas the chaos survives the increase of the interval length.) However, as we 
will now demonstrate, this possibility can be ruled out. 
The dispersion law for small amplitude linear waves in eq. (2.66) was derived in Sec. 
2.3: 
(3.2) 
Consequently, radiations with the wavenumber k travel at the group velocity 
dw k(l + P)2 
vgr(k) = dk = 2 /(1 + P)2 _ h2' (3.3) 
The radiation wave with the wavenumber kn = 27rn/L will take T = L/vgr(kn) to travel 
around the ring of the length L. Assuming that the motion is periodic, we obtain 
(3.4) 
The frequencies for the first few modes are 
W(kl) 0.1513976, 
W(k2) - 0.1773451, (3.5) 
W(k3) = 0.1920447, 
w(k4 ) - 0.2073937, 
and so on. The w's corresponding to higher wavenumbers will be even larger since, as one 
can easily verify, w(k) = (27r / L)vgr(k) is a monotonously growing function of k. 
A striking discrepancy between the theoretical values eq. (3.5) and the experiment-
ally observed w = 0.06, clearly rules out the "circulation of radiation" explanation for the 
frequency W. 
These results suggest that another, second Hopf bifurcation OCCurS along the line 3: a 
pair of complex-conjugate eigenvalues A = v ±iw crosses the imaginary axis at h = h STC , the 
threshold of chaos. For values h < hSTC the amplitude of the corresponding perturbation 
eV ' should decrease e times after the time t ~ -l/v. Consequently, the transient times 
should scale as (hSTC - hJ-l in the vicinity of h STC . The verification of this scaling law will 











3.3 The travelling soliton
Another interesting phenomenon was observed for small values of the dissipation coefficient.
After several hundreds units of time since the beginning of the simulation, the soliton was
seen to start moving steadily over a rapidly oscillating background. This was observed,
for instance, for b = 0.01, h = 0.087); b = 0.015, h = 0.089); h = 0.02, h = 0.08 and
h = 0.09). The parameters of these simulations were L = 50, N = 1024, and T = 211" X 10-3 •
Increasing the spatial interval the motion of the soliton persisted. We have re-examined
the case I = 0.02, h = 0.09 with L = 200. (We kept the time step unchanged, T = 211" X 10-3,
and increased N to 4096 so that to preserve the spatial resolution.) The soliton did travel
- though its velocity decreased drastically. (For L = 200 the velocity was ~ 10-4 while
for shorter interval L = 50 the soliton travelled at v ~ 0.04). Therefore one could expect
that when L ---> 00, the motion will disappear completely. However other runs with the
interval L = 200 exhibited a very lively soliton; for instance for (, = 0.02, h = 0.35) and
b = 0.01, h = 0.35)4 the velocity was ~ 0.2.
It must be emphasized straight away that theoretical studies [114] proved that the
parametrically driven damped NLS does not possess soliton solutions travelling over the
zero background. (The only exception is the undamped case, I = 0.) Therefore it is
natural to assume that the observed motion is a numerical artefact, and we are now going
to demonstrate that this is indeed the case.
From the previous chapter we know that the condition of the instability of the n-th




oand s., are given by eqs. (2.104) and (2.109). For small T the right-hand side of (3.6) is
close to 1 and so (WnT - 0) must be close to one of the values 1I"m, with m integer. The
case m = 0 corresponds to the analytic instability for which we have 0 < WnT - 0 < SnT
and so the analytically unstable modes have wavenumbers with n ~ 40. On the other hand,
m = 1,2, ... pertain to spurious, numerical instabilities. The smallest W n (and therefore, the
smallest wavenumber kn ) that can be numerically unstable corresponds to m = 1:
(3.8)
Consequently WnT must be greater than '11". (0 is positive.) Eq.(3.7) implies then that
potentially unstable wavenumbers are only those with n :::: 178.
Coming back to our simulations, the travelling soliton was always accompanied by a
very rapidly oscillating background (Fig. 13a). In its turn, the appearance of this rapidly













oscillating background was always synchronized with the excitation of the high wavenumber




















Thus, the steady motion of the soliton is a purely numerical artefact: the conservation 
of momentum forces it to travel against the flow of short wavelength, rapidly oscillating 
ripples which are excited due to the instability of the scheme. Decreasing the time step, 
T -> T /10, resulted in that the high wavenumber instability disappeared - together with 
the steady motion of the soliton. 
We must make it clear that we make a distinction between the steadily travelling soliton 
and the soliton that wanders back and forth within some limited interval of x. The latter 
effect will be discussed in the next section. Here we only mention that the steadily travelling 
and wandering soliton are different, but not unrelated phenomena. Namely, the fast soliton 
observed for I = 0.02, h = 0.35 and L = 200 turned into the wanderer as the temporal step 
was decreased from T = 211' X 10-3 (numerically unstable T) to 211' X 10-4 (numerically stahle 
T). 
It is probably worth mentioning here that all our results were tested against the nu-
merical instabilities similar to the one described above. We observed that these instabilities 
set in only for very small ,,/'s. In such instauces we have always been able to eliminate them 












As we have demonstrated in the previous section, the steady motion of the soliton is a con-
sequence of the numerical instability. This numerical artefact disappears when the temporal
step is reduced. In this section we discuss another dynamical effect which is not related to
the numerical instability. This phenomenon is the wandering soliton, and it was observed in
simulations with 0.01 :::: f :::: 0.02, h = 0.35, and L = 200. The temporal step was chosen to
be r = 211" x 10-4 which prevents the appearance of any numerical instability.
In the case under consideration, the soliton performs irregular walks, back and forth,
over a limited spatial interval, see Fig. 14a. (For f = 0.01 the interval was -25 :::: x :::: +27;
for f = 0.02 the soliton wandered over -7 :::: x :::: 2.) Also seen in this picture is a considerable
amount of ripples which are "in thermodynamical equilibrium" with the soliton.
The fact that the observed behaviour is not a numerical artefact, follows from the
spatial Fourier spectrum at Fig. 14b. No higher Fourier modes are seen to be excited, and
therefore the ripples seen in Fig. 14a do not originate from numerical instabilities.
Fig.14
a: Wandering soliton. b: Time evolution of Fourier amplitudes.


















































In Fig. 14c we attempt to trace the source of these ripples; it is clearly seen that
they originate from the soliton. Fig. 14d shows the evolution of the corresponding Fourier
spectrum.
How can these observations be reconciled with the theoretical conclusions on the nonex-
istence of the moving solitons? The clue is possibly the presence of a large amount of ra-
diation which forms a nontrivial background for the soliton. First of all, it is clear why the
radiation is so intensive. The reason is that the dissipation coefficient "'I is so small in the
case at hand that the radiation simply does not have enough time to decay. The linear wave
is attenuated exponentially, as 4> ~ e--yl. Hence after having travelled around the ring of
the length L the amplitude of the wave will be ~ e--yT of its initial value. Here T = L/vgr
and Vgr = vgr(kn) is the group velocity of the wave with the wavenumber kn = 21rn/L, given
by eq.(3.3). For instance, the k1 harmonic will take T = 166 to return to the initial point
and so it will be attenuated to e-O.OlxI66 = 19% of its initial value. High wavenumber waves
travel faster (recall that vgr is a monotonously growing function of k) and will be even less
attenuated. Consequently, the radiation will persist in the system.
A possible explanation of soliton's wandering could be that the system "soliton +
intensive radiation" is unstable with respect to small asymmetric perturbations. We plan to











3.5 Quasiperiodic transition at small 'Y
The main results of this work proved to be insensitive to the change of the interval length,
L. The reason for this is that the length L = 50 is sufficient for the emitted radiations
to decay and not affect the dynamics on its way back to the soliton. However, as we have
already mentioned in the previous section, when the dissipation coefficient, is small, the
attenuation of radiations may be not sufficient and the length L may come into play. In this
section we will discuss another anomalous effect that occurs for small, and therefore may
be caused by the finiteness of the interval.
One of our principal results was that there are two scenarios of transition to chaos,
period-doubling in the left-hand part of the attractor chart and quasiperiodic in the right-
hand part. Surprisingly we have not been able to observe the period-doubling for very small
,. In the region of, ~ 0.01 - 0.035, increasing h resulted in that the period-I soliton was
suddenly replaced by the zero attractor - instead of becoming 2-periodic. For "'( = 0.01,
the driver hI = 0.090890 supported a period-I soliton, while at ho = 0.090895 the attractor
was 4> = O. For "'( = 0.035, the period-I and zero at tractors were seen at hI = 0.09885 and
ho = 0.09890, respectively. (Other parameters: L = 50, N = 1024, and T = 27r X 10-4. ) It is
probably worth mentioning here that for these small "'(, same as in the case of quasiperiodic
transition occurring at large " all transient frequencies but one, are short-lived. The only
transient frequency persisting in the spectrum disappears after t ~ 2000. (Our simulations
with L = 200 revealed the same type of bifurcation.)
One explanation for this phenomenon can be that for small, the finiteness of the
interval length becomes very important. We intend to verify this hypothesis in future; here
we can only refer to the work of Birnir and Grauer on the (externally) driven sine-Gordon
equation [77]. These authors demonstrated that decreasing the interval length, the period-
doubling transition is replaced by the quasiperiodic route.
We close this section by emphasizing that this behaviour occurs in a very small range
of "'('s. For, = 0.055, for instance, the transition is already via period doubling. (The














"The tale of Math is a complex one, and it resists both 
a simple plot summary and a concise statement of its 
meaning" 
Patrick K. Ford 
The study results of which are presented in this thesis, consisted of two main parts. 
First, we designed a fast numerical algoritm for the simulation of the parametrically 
driven, damped NLS equation. The algoritm is a split-step pseudospectral method which 
reduces, when, and h -+ 0, to the split-step Fourier scheme of Herbst and Weideman. (The 
latter is known to be the fastest algoritm for the unperturbed NLS equation.) 
We have analysed the stability of the numerical method designed. Similarly to the case 
of the unperturbed NLS, for certain time steps and spatial resolutions, the method exhibits 
numerical instabilities which have no analytical counterpart. We have obtained a sufficient 
criterium for stability which allows one to always avoid numerical instabilities. 
After having thoroughly tested the algoritm, we employed it to simulate nonlinear 
oscillations and chaotisation of the parametrically driven soliton. Results of this simulation 
comprise the second part of this work. Before proceeding to summarise these results, we 
would like to mention that the aforementioned numerical instabilities showed up only for very 
small dissipation coefficients. (We immediately eliminated these instabilities by decreasing 
the temporal step.) 
In our numerical simulations we were mostly interested in the region where the sta-
tionary soliton ,p+ is unstable. Using this soliton as initial condition we found a variety of 
spatially localised and extended at tractors, obtained their quantitative characteristics, and 
compiled the attractor chart on the (h,,)-plane. Our principal results here are as follows . 
• When, is smaller than a certain critical value, the increase of h results in the period-












double-periodic, 4-periodic, and so on; finally, we have a spatially localised solution 
whose temporal evolution is described by the strange attractor. Increasing h further, 
the chaotic attractor undergoes a cascade of reverse bifurcations which is followed by 
the crisis of the attractor. That is, above a certain critical h only the trivial attractor 
is present, ,p(x, t) == O. The trivial attractor occupies a finite band of h values. If we, 
however, raise h even further, we find ourselves in the region of spatio-temporal chaos. 
• When "'I is larger than the aforementoned critical value, there is no period doubling. 
After the first Hopf bifurcation soliton becomes periodic, and remains periodic in a 
large band of h values. Increasing h, no other localised states appear; there is no 
window of the trivial attractor either. Instead, for h greater than a certain he a spatio-
temporal chaotic state sets in. 
• Thus we have the coexistence of the period-doubling and quasiperiodic transitions to 
chaos on the attractor chart. These two scenarios meet at a certain "tricritical point". 
• The transition from periodic soliton to the spatio-temporal chaotic state was studied 
in detail. We were able to detect an additional small frequency which is excited in the 
spectrum in the immediate vicinity of the transition curve. 
• For very small "'I's the transition is not via period-doubling but via quasiperiodicity -
similarly to the region of large "'I's. A possible explanation for this behaviour is related 
to the finiteness of the interval of integration. 
• Other anomalous effects observed include asymmetric instabilities producing wandering 
solitons and formation of soli tonic bound states. 
• We examined the region in the (h, "'I )-plane where the trivial solution is unstable with 
respect to the countinuos spectrum excitations. The decay of the unstable soliton 
resulted in the formation of a cnoidal wave here. 
• Finally, we simulated the evolution of the unstable flat solution. In most cases the final 
product of this evolution was precisely the same as in the case of the solitonic initial 
condition. 
4.2 Possible directions of future research 
• It is natural to expect that our results will remain valid for small-amplitude breathers of 
the parametrically driven, damped Landau-Lifshitz and sine-Gordon equations [88, 58J. 
In particular, we know that the sine-Gordon equation 
U" + AUT - Uzz + (1 - 1 cos 2wr) sin U = 0 ( 4.1) 
with the driving frequency w such that 1 - w2 == E2 ~ 1, reduces [58J to eq. (2.1) with 
x = EZ, t = E2r/2, h = 1/(2E2), "'I = AjE2, and u(r,z) = -4tRe [i4>(t,x)e-iwTj. Note 











LN L S are related as LSG = (l/f)LN L s • Consequently, our NLS results with LN LS = 50
correspond to the integration of the sine-Gordon equation (4.1) with e. g. w = 0.98 on
the interval LSG ~ 250.
• At this point, it is interesting to make contact with two closely related systems, namely
the directly driven sine-Gordon and NLS equations. Different groups reported obser-
vations of different scenarios of transition to chaos in these systems [70, 91, 92, 76].
In the case of the driven sine-Gordon in the NLS limit! , for instance, Taki et al [92]
observed the period-doubling route while Bishop et al [30] reported the quasiperiodic
transition. The difference in the observed scenarios has been generally attributed to
the fact that the values of the driver's strength and dissipation coefficient examined in
[30] and [92], differ by order of magnitude. Consequently, the question of the interface
between the two scenarios did not arise. However transforming the sine-Gordon to NLS
as it was done above, one can easily verify that in terms of the NLS control parameters
the period-doubling and quasiperiodic transitions occur in a close proximity. (Namely,
the line of the period doublings observed in [92] corresponds to , ~ 0.1 whereas the
quasiperiodic transition of [30] pertains to , ~ 0.16.) Therefore finding the mutual
arrangement and interface between the regions of the two types of transition on the
attractor chart of the above equations becomes an important problem. Figure 2 gives
a complete solution to a similar problem in the case of the parametrically driven NLS.
Given the fact that the two equations have the same mechanism of soliton instability
[78,58], it would be interesting to check whether the period-doubling and quasiperiodic
routes meet at a "tricritical" point in the directly driven NLS as well. This work is in
progress.
• In their study of the directly driven sine-Gordon equation, Grauer and Birnir [77] found
that period-doubling bifurcations occur either when the frequency of the driver goes
to 1 (w~ 0.98) for fixed L (LsG = 80) or for fixed w (w ;:;; 0.94 or w ~ 0.96) letting the
length L go to infinity (L ~ 480). These results are in agreement with those obtained
by Grauer and Kivshar [115] when studying the parametrically driven sine-Gordon
system. It is interesting to note that in both systems, in terms of the (corresponding)
NLS control parameters, the quasiperiodic scenario (which changes to period-doubling
when L is increased) occurs at very small ,'s. b = 0.034 and, = 0.05 correspond to
the lines of quasiperiodic transition in the directly driven sine-Gordon, and, = 0.026
and, = 0.03 correspond to the lines of quasiperiodicity in the parametrically driven
sine-Gordon; in both systems, , = 0.1 corresponds to the period-doubling when L is
fixed. )
Therefore it would be worthwhile to check whether the quasiperiodic scenario we ob-
served for very small y's changes to period-doubling route when L is increased beyond
L = 200. (One may recall that the quasiperiodic scenario survived the increase of L
from 50 to 200.) Increasing L we would have a better understanding of the wandering
soliton phenomenon as well.
1Here, we mention that the data available from various numerical studies indicate that the pattern
"quasiperiodicity at very small r'8 followed, as 'Y is increased, by period-doubling and again quasiperiodicity"











• The understanding of the mechanism of instability through which the spatio-temporal
chaos sets in, is another aspect which requires further analysis. In Sec. 3.2 we suggested
that a second Hopf bifurcation occurs along the line 3 in Fig. 2. If this to be the case
the transient times should scale as (he - ht l , he being the threshold of chaos. The
verification of this scaling law requires further research. At this stage it is not clear
whether it is the interaction betwen the soliton and radiation that is responsible for
this bifurcation, or rather soliton-soliton interaction. Some simulations revealed a
very strong soliton-radiation interaction; yet in other cases the spatio-temporal chaos
was preceded by the splitting of the soliton into a pair. Finally, we still do not have a
satisfactory explanation for the "shark-jaw" shape of the boundary between the regions
of the zero attractor and spatio-ternporal chaos.
Therefore, further analysis is necessary. One possible line of attack would be to ex-
tract the energetically most dominant modes from the numerically obtained solutions
by making use of the so-called Kahunen-Loeve expansion. (Using these modes as the
variational trial functions, one can construct a simplified low-dimensional model de-
scribed by ODEs.) Incidentally, we mention that in the case of the parametrically
driven sine-Gordon equation studied by Grauer and Kivshar [115], the Kahuncn-Loeve
method showed excellent agreement with direct numerical simulations of the corres-
ponding PDE. In addition, one can make use of the fact that the parametrically driven
NLS is integrable for h = "y = 0 and utilize 1ST diagnostics to study the marginal modes
around the soliton. The radiation modes can then also be related to the Kahunen-Loeve
modes.
• Last, but not least, it is worthwhile to study in more detail the evolution of the unstable
homogeneous solutions. This would allow to realise the limits of applicability of the












Discussion on the order of time 
approximation in the split-step 
method 
In Sec. 2.2 we replaced eiT(L+N(,p))1,6 by eiTLeiTN1,6. One can easily show that our replacement 
is only first order accurate in time, i.e., it holds true only for a first order Taylor series 
expansion of both sides. Thus, one can write 
One way to improve the accuracy of this splitting is to use the approximation 
eiT(L+N1,6 = eifNeiTLeifN1,6 + 0(73). 
(A.l) 
(A.2) 
Still, there will be no improvement if the formula (A.l), which advances the solution from 
one time-level to the next, proves itself not to be at least second order accurate in time. 
with 
Now, will shall check to what order eq. (A.l) proves to be accurate. 
As in Sec. 2.2, we write our perturbed NLS (2.1) as 
1,6t = iL1,6 + iN(1,6)1,6, 
A Taylor expansion of order two of 1,6(x, t) around t = 0 gives us 















From (A.4) and (A.5) we have 
where 
Subsituting ,p, and N back in (A.3), we obtain 
iL,po + iNo,po, 
iL,pl + i(No,pl + N1,po) , 
and then 
Thus, we can rewrite (A.5) as 
,p(x,t) = ,po(x) + it[L+ N(,po)],po(x) 
+ ~e[L+ N(,po)f,po(x) + ~t2Nl,pO(X) + O(t3 ). 








with n unknown yet. To find n, we shall expand the right-hand side of (A.13) in Taylor 
series of order two first and compare it with right-hand side of (A.12) : 
eit(L+N(,po)),pO(X) = {I + it[L + N(,po)] 
+ ~t2 [L + N(,pof + O(t3 ) },po(x). (A.14) 
The right-hand side of the two equations (A.12) and (A.14) differ by a term ~Nl,pO(XJt2. As 
one may easily check, this term is non-zero and, therefore, n = 2. 
Thus, it is useless to improve the eiL'eiN' approximation for ei(L+N)' since ei(L+N)' is 
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